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Abstract 

 

Why the Japanese Fascination towards the Legends of the Chinese Figure Yang Guifei 

 

By 

Jasmine Yu Ting Tung 

Master of Arts in Geography, Standard Program 

This thesis discusses the different versions of the historic Chinese figure Yang 

Guifei's legends that circulated in Japan, and her various appearances throughout 

Japanese literatures. Thesis will show the adaptions of Yang Guifei into religious 

beliefs and her legends incorporated into artistic representations as reasons that helped 

Japan to culturally break away and differentiate itself from China. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION OF YANG GUIFEI 

Background Chinese History 

A strange phenomenon is achieved by a Chinese historical figure, the famous 

Yang Guifei (719-756 AD) who sparked great interest in the oversea nation of Japan 

since the ninth to tenth century. She is a woman hailed as one of the Four Great 

Beauties of Ancient China, who lived in the Tang Dynasty. Yang Guifei was one of 

the many women who wielded great influence during the Tang Dynasty (618-907 

AD).  

The Tang was a dynasty that celebrated the most freedom and openness of 

generally all diversity. At the time queens, concubines and princesses held the greater 

influence over men and the empire, as exemplified by the birth of a declared Empress 

Wu who ruled independently (Fu 1993). The dressing styles of women were very 

revealing, as breasts were partly shown and even more provocative when female 

singers, dancers and royal women dressed themselves. The Tang people greatly 

welcomed the styles and fashions of the Hu, the nomadic tribal people who entered 

from the west through the Middle East. This type of trend became known as the Tang 

Fu (Wind of Tang) and it later spread to Japan but in later Chinese dynasties no such 
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freedom has been awarded to women, instead moral teachings restricted women more 

and more (Fu 1993).  

Actual life and death of Yang Guifei 

According to the historic records of the Old Book of Tang (Liu 945AD), Yang 

Guifei had been Yang Yu Huan who married the Prince of Shou, Li Mao at age 

fourteen in 733AD. However, her life as the Princess of Shou did not last long, for her 

father-in-law, the Emperor Xuanzong began to desire her after the death of his 

favorite wife, despite her marriage to his son and the age gap of thirty-four years 

between them. In order for her divorce from the Prince to be publicly accepted, 

Emperor Xuanzong let her take up residence in a Taoist temple where she became a 

nun named Yang Taizhen to purify and cleanse her previous married life away. 

Finally, in 745 AD she was officially made Yang Guifei meaning the Yang Imperial 

Consort, thus embarking on her life as favored wife of the Emperor. However, she 

used her love of the Emperor to draw favoritism unto her family members. The most 

significant example was having her alcoholic distant cousin Yang Guo Zhong 

appointed as Chancellor. The mounting discontent of the people towards this 

preference reached a point in 756 AD when the nomadic leader General An Lu Shan 

rose up in rebellion, which forced Emperor Xuanzong to flee the capital. As the royal 
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family took shelter at the Mawei Courier Station, the soldiers escorting them also 

mutinied and killed the chancellor. Next the soldiers demanded that Yang Guifei, 

whom they blamed for undermining the empire, be put to death, Emperor Xuanzong 

reluctantly agreed to their demand, and ordered Yang Guifei executed by 

strangulation.  

So according to the official Chinese history records, the end of Yang Guifei was 

at the Mawei Courier Station in 756 AD. However, 50 years after these events, 

rumors began to spread that her death was faked. This was due to the great Tang poet 

Bai Ju Yi composing an epic poem called the “Changhen ge” (Song of Everlasting 

Sorrow) in 806 AD. The poem was a heavily romanticized version of the relationship 

between Yang Guifei and Emperor Xuanzong. Bai Ju Yi was a symbolic poet during 

the Medieval Tang Period who composed poems that are based from reality (Chen 

2008). The poem has four parts: first describes the innocent maiden Yang Yu Huan 

who chose to be by the side of the Emperor and their lavish merrymaking times and 

erotic love; part two details her death at the Mawei Station and how Xuanzong 

journeyed south in sadness and longing for Yang Guifei; the third contains the 

Emperor’s return to the palace where everything is in ruins which further fuels his 

sorrow; and the fourth is set in a spiritual dimension where a Taoist priest 

unsuccessfully asks Yang Guifei to return with him. To further elaborate on the fourth 
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section, the Taoist priest was sent to look for Yang Guifei’s soul in the spiritual 

world, where he hears that there is a fairy lady named Taizhen living on a divine 

mountain island in the Eastern Sea who might be Yang Guifei. The Taoist priest 

finally finds Yang Guifei on the divine island and in a palace called Penglai, but she is 

unable to return to the human world (Huang 1998). In part three Bai writes “in the dirt 

of the Mawei Hill, no sign of the jaded face in the empty grave” (Huang, 1998, p. 259, 

translated by author). The lines above and together with the fourth part that details the 

search for the concubine in the divine realm demonstrated Bai’s unique retelling of 

Yang Guifei’s legend. The poem became a huge sensation particularly in Japan. It 

also caused many readers to wonder what were Bai's intentions in distorting history 

and adding supernatural elements to his account which led to widespread speculations 

and interpretations by the Japanese (Ng 2016). 

Then with the spread of Bai's poem in Japanese Heian period (794-1185 AD), 

the legend of Yang Guifei became more and more infused within Japanese culture, in 

which she is known as “Yokihi” in Japanese pronunciation. This process of 

reimagining and weaving a foreign figure into local culture and accepting her, marked 

an important part of a gradual change in the attitude of the Japanese towards China. 

By embracing this foreign story into their society and culture, the Japanese were able 

to gain a growing sense of independence from China.  
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This thesis will proceed in the following steps: in chapter two I discuss the 

different versions of the popular legend of Yang Guifei that circulated in Medieval 

period (1392-1603 AD) Japan; in chapter three I examine the impact of these legends 

and the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” had on three time periods’ Japanese literatures; 

in chapter four I discuss Yang Guifei’s representation in Japanese Shintoism and 

Buddhism; in chapter five I examine the impact of Yang Guifei’s legend in the 

Japanese arts and theater; and in chapter six I will discuss the functions served by 

Japan’s adaptation of Yang Guifei so widely into its culture. I provide four reasons for 

the significance of Yang Guifei’s adaptation due to the rise of nationalism, the rise of 

orientalism, and the rise of religious reform and her symbol as romance and beauty in 

popular culture.  
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CHAPTER 2: JAPANESE LEGENDS OF YANG GUIFEI 

Legends of Her as Human 

In this thesis, I prefer using the Chinese name of Yang Guifei instead of the 

Japanese Yokihi because I consider her to be Chinese. I choose to discuss the 

accounts about her as legends because that is what Dr. Ng Wai-Ming in his research, 

“The Images of Yang Guifei in Tokugawa Texts,” referred to her stories as.  

The poem “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” sparked some speculations in China 

that perhaps Yang Guifei had dodged death and escaped to Japan and that became the 

kind of secret that everyone knows but is officially denied. It became the tales passed 

down orally from generations to generations, as I myself has heard in childhood and 

also popularly told by Chinese tour guides leading Chinese tourist groups in Japan. 

What happens to Yang Guifei in Japan was not a focus for the Chinese, as she has a 

bad reputation for bringing turmoil to the Tang Empire and so not very much liked by 

the Chinese (Ishii 2015). However, the same cannot be said for the Japanese, as they 

adored Yang Guifei and became the early producers of her legends in Japan.  

To begin, I recount the popular Japanese versions of Yang Guifei legends in 

Japan. First introduced to Japan by no later than the ninth century during the Heian 

period, the “Changhen ge” (“Song of Everlasting Sorrow”) had a very strong impact 
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on Japanese literature, drama, and art. The poem was well received by emperors and 

courtiers at the court of Kyoto (Ng 2016). Thanks to the popularity of the “Song of 

Everlasting Sorrow” the legend of Yang Guifei dwelling in the Eastern Sea became 

deeply rooted in 17th century Tokugawa thought and culture. The Japanese also 

created their own variations of the Yang Guifei legend. There are two main Japanese 

versions of the Yang Guifei story. The first portrays, her as a mortal human being and 

political refugee, and the second as a Japanese deity. These legends have important 

implications for understanding the adaptation and localization of Chinese culture in 

Japan and the formation of Japanese identity through the practice of consuming and 

domesticating Chinese culture (Ng 2016). 

I begin this section by discussing the legends that depict Yang Guifei as a 

human. I will show that these versions of the legend shaped a general narrative about 

Yang Guifei that became the basis for Japanese artistic inspirations.  

Some of the Japanese legends that spoke of her as a human mainly depict her as 

a political refugee and had a tragic end nonetheless, while some depict her as a hero 

and enjoyed a peaceful long life. According to one of these more tragic accounts that 

is orally-transmitted in the Medieval period, Yang Guifei was rescued by Abe no 

Nakamaro (698?–770 AD), a Japanese diplomat-student who had been sent to Tang 
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China. Off the coast of Japan, Yang Guifei’s ship sank in a storm. The only survivor, 

she finally came ashore in a lifeboat at a small fishing village called Kuzu (now Yuya 

Town, Nagato City in Yamaguchi Prefecture) at the western end of Honshu, the Main 

Island of Japan. Yang Guifei died soon after her arrival and was buried on a slope in 

Kuzu by the villagers (Ng 2016). This legend although short and does not seem to 

show Yang Guifei had any strong impact on Japan, is in fact providing significant 

information about the legend of Yang Guifei. The key figure who rescued her, Abe no 

Nakamaro is always the one credited in sailing her away in other accounts of her 

legends. He is the Japanese messenger who brought Yang Guifei to Japan. The 

importance of Abe no Nakamaro is demonstrated as he is featured as a prominent 

character with strong ties to Yang Guifei in the 2017 film Yao Mao Zhuan (Legend of 

the Demon Cat), which is discussed further in chapter six. This legend establishes the 

role of Abe no Nakamaro, without him there would be no Yang Guifei in Japan. 

This next legend, also orally-passed down during the Medieval period, tells of 

Yang Guifei as a celebrated hero. After brought by Abe no Nakamaro to Japan, she 

first landed in a nameless place on the shores of the Seto Naikai (Seto Inland Sea) and 

was later taken to Kyoto to greet the Empress Koken (718-770 AD). Trusted by the 

Empress, Yang exercised political influence at the court in Kyoto and assisted the 

empress in suppressing a rebellion (Ng 2016). By helping Empress Koken stay in 
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power, Yang Guifei served heroically in the Japanese view, which earned her the 

status of noblewoman. She eventually marries a high ranking official, Fujiwara no 

Yoshioo, and continued to live her life for thirty years more (Watanabe 1980).  

The mentioned Empress Koken was very much influenced by and admired the 

Chinese Tang culture, especially its permissiveness in allowing women to have 

openly known sexual relationships with men. Empress Koken engaged in sexual 

relations with her male subjects (Wong 2005). She also adopted the practice of 

keeping a Buddhist monk as a lover, in the fashion of her Tang counterparts (Xie 

2011). Given her Tang-inspired lifestyle, it is no surprise that Empress Koken would 

later be portrayed as welcoming and befriending Yang Guifei in such legends. But the 

empress was part of a larger cultural trend. In the Heian period, the court and nobility 

modeled themselves after the Tang styles and cultures. The city of Kyoto itself was 

built in the style of Chang An, the Tang capital city (Wong 2005). So according to 

legends the Japanese of the Heian period all were honored to receive Yang Guifei, an 

imperial consort beloved by the Great Tang’s emperor. This tale involving Empress 

Koken is a popular version of the story. It is the basis for two Chinese serial television 

shows, the 1994 “The Secret History of Yang Guifei” and 2010 the historical fiction 

drama “The Legend of Yang Guifei.”  
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Another legend to be discussed, takes place in the city of Higo (now the 

Kumamoto Prefecture) where they have a story told and spread down since the Heian 

period. In the city of Higo, villagers of Shinwa in the Amakusa County believed that 

Yang Guifei landed in Higo and lived in a cave in Ryutozan, a hill above their village 

of Shinwa. She lived peacefully with the villagers, and the Chinese medicine that she 

had brought with her was named the “Yokihito” (Yang Guifei broth). According to 

the legend, Yokihito helped them overcome a plague that had befallen the villagers. 

However, the legend ends with one day a dragon came and carried her away on its 

back, and all she left was a sachet behind in the cave. The sachet became a relic 

worshipped by the villagers. Although the end is supernatural, perhaps an honorific 

expression to say that Yang Guifei had ascended to the heavens. In this legend Yang 

Guifei lived her life as a human and not demonstrating divine power therefore it is 

considered a legend of her as human. 

Relics allegedly left by Yang Guifei are worshipped in other locations in Japan, 

including the west coast, east coast, and in the central part of Honshu. These relics 

include a jade curtain at Shomyo-ji in Kanazawa, a Yang Guifei Kannon (Guanyin, 

the Bodhisattva of Mercy) statue in Sennyo-ji in Kyoto, a bronze mirror in Hounji in 

Chichiku, and her bath in Wakayama (Ng 2016). 
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Legends of Her as Deity 

 The second version of Yang Guifei’s legend has her transformed into a Shinto 

deity, as the Goddess Atsuta Myojin. These versions of her legends as a goddess is 

significant in demonstrating the Japanese assimilation of her. As the legend goes, in 

the wake of a rumored invasion from Tang China by Emperor Xuanzong, Japanese 

deities gathered to discuss how to protect Japan. They decided to ask Atsuta Myojin 

the Shinto deity of the Atsuta Shrine in Nagoya city who could appear in human form, 

to transform into Yang Guifei. In the guise of Yang Guifei, Atsuta Myojin was able to 

seduce and distract Emperor Xuanzong so that he forgot his plans to invade Japan. 

After the demise of Yang at Mawei Station, the spirit of Atsuta Myojin returned to the 

Atsuta Shrine in Japan. Emperor Xuanzong sent a Taoist priest to look for Yang’s 

soul in Japan and was shocked to realize that she was the incarnation of a Japanese 

deity (Ng 2016). 

This legend belonging to the Shinto version of the Yang Guifei legend was 

influential originated from Medieval Japan. Yang Guifei as a human was neither a 

deity nor a sage, but a beauty who ruined the nation. In the eyes of Shinto believers, 

Yang Guifei did evil things in China for the noble cause of saving Japan. In this 
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version of the legend, Yang’s scheming was interpreted as part of a divine plan 

created and executed by Japanese deities (Ng 2016).  

 This version of her legend since its origination in Medieval Japan has guided 

some Japanese Buddhists, Shintoists, and artists to creatively reinterpret the Yang 

Guifei legend through the lens of Shinto mythology. According to medieval texts, 

such as the late Kamakura Buddhist texts Keiran Shuyoshu (Collection of Leaves 

Gathered in Stormy Streams, 1313) and Soga Monogatari (The Tale of Soga, 14th 

century). Keiran Shuyoshu was the earliest source of writing to popularize the Shinto 

interpretation of the Yang Guifei legend (Ng 2016). The dialogues of Keiran 

Shuyoshu introduced the Penglai Palace as within the nation of Japan and was visited 

by Emperor Xuanzong of the Tang and Yang Guifei. The Penglai Palace is the Atsuta 

Shrine and in the rear courtyard of the Shrine there is a five-story pagoda that is said 

to be the tomb of Yang Guifei (Koshu 1931). The Keiran Shuyoshu provided a 

recorded link between Atsuta Shrine and Yang Guifei and the mentioning of a tomb 

strongly suggested that Yang Guifei did in fact reach Japan. 

 More details were added to the Shinto version of the Yang Guifei legend in late 

medieval literature, religious texts, and commentaries in the 16th century. For 

example, the Shinto text Unshu Hikawa Kami Amagabuchi Ki (Records of Kami-
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Amagabuchi in Hikawa, Izumo Province, 1523, author unknown) traces the route of 

Yang from China to the Atsuta Shrine as follows: Emperor Xuanzong of the Tang, 

also known as Li Longji, wanted to invade Japan with all his might. Japanese deities, 

big and small, gathered to discuss this. They asked Atsuta Myojin to live among the 

Yang family as Yang Guifei to disturb the heart of Xuanzong so that he would forget 

to invade Japan. Having disappeared after the Incident at Mawei, Guifei took the boat 

to reach Utsu Miho in Chita County of Owari, and then returned to the Atsuta Shrine 

(Anonymous 1892). This account provides a detailed and more informative version of 

the legend, as it uses Emperor Xuanzong’s full name and establishes his invasive 

intentions towards Japan and brings in Atsuta Myojin to be directly stated as the 

original before Yang Guifei. It is also interesting that it tells of Yang Guifei as 

disappearing after the events of Mawei and then managed to sail to Japan so that she 

could return to the Atsuta Shrine. This account is the first in a line of legends that will 

tell of the narrative that Atsuta Myojin became Yang Guifei in order to put a stop to 

Emperor Xuanzong’s invasion plans of Japan. 

 So, differing direction of the Japanese legends of Yang Guifei show how the 

Japanese have two ways to reshape and reimagine her. Both legends of her as human 

and deity are equally important in reflecting the Japanese view of her and thereby 

increasing the mysteriousness of her legend. The deifying of Yang Guifei is 
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particularly influential in inspiring more Japanese creative narratives, with the 

elements of supernatural and manifestation Yang Guifei’s legend would become more 

popular. This gradual acceptance of Yang Guifei eased into Japanese literary culture 

will be examined in the next chapter, where the influence of Yang Guifei in Japanese 

writings can be further demonstrated. 
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CHAPTER 3: JAPANESE LITERATURES ON YANG GUIFEI 

 In the previous chapter, we saw the main versions of the legend of Yang Guifei 

that circulated in Japan. In this chapter, I discuss how her presence impacted the wider 

sphere of Japanese literature. The discussion will be focusing on Japanese writings 

that were greatly inspired by the legend of Yang Guifei and is examined through the 

breakdown of three periods, the Heian period (794-1185 AD), the Medieval period 

(1392-1603 AD), and the Tokugawa period (1603-1867 AD). Each of these periods 

contain important works that illustrate the influence of Yang Guifei present among 

Japanese writing and are passed down through time and shall continue to inspire more 

imaginative accounts. Here in this section, the impact of Yang Guifei’s legend and the 

poem “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” on the creation of other literatures will be 

discussed. Alike to the previous chapter, the presence of Yang Guifei in some of these 

literatures is featured as human while some make her a goddess as according to the 

discussed legends. On the other hand, the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” brought a 

different take for the Japanese to further explore and create, it became a strong 

referencing piece of work because of its sophisticated poetic verses and gave birth to 

the world’s first novel. 

Heian Period Literatures 
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 The “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” poem that pushed forth Yang Guifei’s 

legend, served as the main source of inspiration for Japanese literature, drama and art 

in the Heian period (794-1185 AD). The Heian period literature was an important 

period where the first novel of the world, Genji Monogatari (The Tale of Genji) 

(1001-1008 AD) was written by Murasaki Shikibu (?–1016 AD) (Lyons 2011). The 

poem influenced several of the best-known works of literature from this period, 

including Makura No Soshi (The Pillow Book) (1002 AD) by Sei Shonagon (c. 966-

1017/1025 AD), Sarashina Nikki (Sarashina Diary) (11th century) and Hamamatsu 

Chunagon Monogatari (The Tale of the Hamamatsu Counselor) (11th century) by 

Sugawara no Takasue no Musume (c. 1008- 1059) (Ng 2016). In the Konjaku 

Monogatari Shu (Collection of Tales of the Past) (11th century), another influential 

work of the Heian period, composed of Japanese traditional folklores gathered by 

Minamoto no Takakuni (1004-1077 AD). The tenth volume is dedicated to Chinese 

historic tales, it contains the romantic story of Yang Guifei and Emperor Xuanzong 

based on the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” (Ng 2016). The “Song of Everlasting 

Sorrow” was further popularized by the creation of editions translated into Japanese 

prose and waka verse in late Heian times in such works as Kara Monogatari (Tales of 

China) (12th century) and Shuiguso (Gleanings of Worthless Grasses) (1216 AD) by 

Fujiwara no Sadaie (1162–1241 AD) (Ng 2016). 
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In this section I will concentrate my discussion on the period’s most influential 

work, Murasaki Shikibu’s The Tale of Genji. I will show that Murasaki did not 

transform the elements of the legend but borrowed the premise from the “Song of 

Everlasting Sorrow.” In subsequent periods, the influence of the poem would decline 

while the legend of Yang Guifei would be transformed and utilized more freely by 

Japanese writers. 

 Of all the works mentioned, the Heian Period’s most important literary 

accomplishment is The Tale of Genji by Murasaki Shikibu which incorporated many 

references from the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow,” particularly in the introductory 

part of the story. In the first chapter “Kiritsubo” (Paulownia Lady), it narrates the 

tragic romance between the fictional Emperor Kiritsubo and the concubine Lady 

Kiritsubo, who are the birth parents of the main protagonist Hikaru Genji. The 

evidence that Murasaki borrowed from the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” can be seen 

through the following lines: “that kind of favored love made all of the officials and 

lords averted their glazes. Many became worried about this, some even insecurely 

mentioned and compared the ominous chaos in Tang Dynasty. Even brought up 

Emperor Xuanzong’s infatuation with Yang Guifei, the example that a nation was 

close to destruction was conversed about” (Lin 2013, p. 263, translated by author). 

These lines already made a clear reference at the two famous Chinese figures by 
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directly citing their names and also compared the events of the An Lu Shan Rebellion 

as the unfortunate chaos that befell on the Tang because of Yang Guifei’s favoritism.  

In continuation, The Tale of Genji also had these words in describing how much 

adoration Lady Kiritsubo received: “…the Emperor doted and favored her too much, 

any sort of party or interesting occasion, she was always summoned first. Sometimes 

when they overslept in the morning, she remained by the side of the Emperor all day, 

not letting her leave” (Lin 2013, p. 266, translated by author) this part fits with the 

lines from the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow,” where it has talked of: “nights of spring 

passion are so bitterly short and the sun rises high, ever since the Emperor never 

attends morning state assembly. Serving in pleasures and parties with no rest, spring 

follows spring and night dominants night. The harem of three thousand beauties, three 

thousands’ love was centered on her alone” (Lin 2013, p. 268, translated by author). 

Murasaki here has almost certainly used Bai’s poetic verses to depict the inseparable 

relationship of the Kiritsubo royal couple in the same way as how Yang Guifei never 

left the side of Xuanzong.  

Next, Murasaki has also borrowed heavily from the “Song of Everlasting 

Sorrow” in the part that illustrate the sorrowful departure from life by Lady Kiritsubo, 

the strong emotions of hurt and pain as Emperor Kiritsubo experienced as he watches 

his Lady Kiritsubo’s health fails her more and more and finally succumbing to her 
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illness. Particularly, this passage after the death of Kiritsubo, “recently the Emperor 

day and night wants to view the paintings of Song of Everlasting Sorrow 

commissioned by Emperor Uda, on the paintings there are poems written by the poets 

Ise and Tsurayuki, but always the poems and songs with topics that bemoans the 

separation between life-and-death that are discussed” (Lin 2013, p. 270, translated by 

author). Emperor Kiritsubo is depicted by Murasaki to be in a state of deep mourning 

and sadness, even asking to look at paintings of Yang Guifei and Emperor Xuanzong, 

and deliberately choosing the ones which showed the same state Xuanzong was in 

after losing Yang Guifei. Murasaki’s intension for this part of her writing is to 

connect the two emperors together in their same grief for their beloved women.  

In addition, Murasaki also incorporated the most iconic part from the “Song of 

Everlasting Sorrow” which is the section where Yang Guifei gifts the monk sent to 

find her a parting token of her hairpin, into her creation The Tale of Genji. This 

following short excerpt details the scene where Emperor Kiritsubo receives some 

items that belonged to Lady Kiritsubo from her old mother: “next the servant 

presented the gift brought back from the old lady. When the Emperor saw those relics 

of Lady Kiritsubo, he cannot help but be reminded that how wonderful it would be 

should these things be the same token of golden hairpin as brought back by the monk 

after he had gone to the divine realm in search of Yang Guifei” (Lin 2013, p. 272, 
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translated by author). The sight of those relics was said to provoke a reminder from 

the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” in the heart of Emperor Kiritsubo, he thought of the 

symbolic hairpin of Yang Guifei that represented she still remembers her love with 

Xuanzong even as she is no longer in the human world. Unlike Yang Guifei whose 

spirit shall live on in the divine realm, Lady Kiritsubo had no gift to be sent back from 

the land of death therefore unable to comfort her loved one with a token. As such 

Emperor Kiritsubo lamented that he cannot be like Emperor Xuanzong to have the 

one last message from his beloved woman. 

A last quotation from the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” that is featured by 

Murasaki in The Tale of Genji is included in the extract on comparing the beauty 

between the two favorite consorts. Continuing with Emperor Kiritsubo in great 

distress over the death of his beloved concubine, he contrasted the legendary Yang 

Guifei and Lady Kiritsubo in ways alike and unlike. The lines for Yang Guifei go as 

such: “Yang Guifei’s beauty in the paintings, even the most talented artist’s pen skills 

are limited, that lifelike modality cannot be recreated. It’s said that she had the beauty 

of confederate roses in Taiye Pond and willows of Weiyang Palace, imagine the sight 

of the Tang style must have been splendid and extravagant” (Lin 2013, p. 274, 

translated by author). The lines about Lady Kiritsubo are as these: “but, remembering 

Koui (Lady Kiritsubo) in her lifetime as warm, gentle and delicate, how could any 
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flower’s allure or bird’s song compare to that?” (Lin 2013, p. 274, translated by 

author). And the last part on lamentation of cruel fate go as such: “aspiring to be a 

pair of birds in the sky, yearning to be entwined plant roots in the earth” those day and 

night vows seem to still ring beside ears, yet now has been separated between human 

and heaven. Destiny is so uncontrollable; how can one not everlastingly sorrow and 

hate!” (Lin 2013, p. 274, translated by author). This longer passage by Murasaki 

details the two different styles of beauty in the Japanese and the Chinese, although the 

luxurious fashion of the Tang is admired by the Japanese, the feminine delicacy and 

gentleness was the model of female beauty celebrated in Japan in the Heian period 

(Lin 2013). The exact lines of the vows made between the Chinese royal couple as 

composed by Bai, were cited here by Murasaki as the same vows exchanged by the 

Japanese royal couple to solidify their love equaling to their Chinese counterparts. 

The final sentence echoes the same words adapted out of Bai’s piece, in which the 

lamentation against fate’s cruelty and the everlasting sorrow and hatred were uttered. 

Murasaki has cleverly adopted the essential lines from Bai’s “Song of Everlasting 

Sorrow” into her piece of writing, in order to establish the same desperate sentimental 

atmosphere in The Tale of Genji.  

The shinning point of the Japanese literatures from the Heian Period that 

benefited the greatest out of Bai’s “Song of Everlasting Sorrow,” thus can be best 
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described as by how Murasaki has inaugurated the premise and background in the 

first chapter of The Tale of Genji. 

Medieval Period Literatures 

In the Medieval period, otherwise known as the Sengoku period or the 

Momoyama Period, the recreation of Yang Guifei’s tales has been initiated. No longer 

like the Heian Period writers, the writers in Medieval period were interested in 

reshaping Yang Guifei and transforming her. They have started to create the version 

that upon an invasion from China, Yang Guifei had saved Japan by being the 

manifestation of Japanese Goddess. Some of these literary examples created by 

Medieval writers even stretched the narrative away from the original version and 

associated Yang Guifei as an antagonist character. 

The literary texts of Medieval period continued to reinforce the same relative 

elements of Yang Guifei’s legend. The Medieval Sengoku period renga master Tani 

Soboku (?–1545 AD) associated the architecture of Atsuta Shrine and scenery of 

Owari with passages in the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” and “Changhen Ge Zhuan.” 

The renga is collaborative poetry made by more than one author (Miner 1979). The 

part composed by Tani goes as follows: “the Tang wanted to invade my nation. With 

the power of our deities, Guifei was born over there. The Taoist priest visited this 

Penglai fairyland. The so-called Dazhen Hall recorded in the “Changhen-Ge Zhuan” 
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is the Shunkomon of this Shrine. It is beyond doubt that the open sea has been a 

familiar view from the Shrine since the Age of the Gods” (Tani 1983). This poem 

helps to connect a wider sphere from the Japanese landscape of the Atsuta Shrine with 

the divine land of Penglai. It also reinstates the rumored invasion threat of Tang that 

required the divine intervention from the Japanese deities. Another importance here in 

this writing is that it credited the birth of Yang Guifei to the Japanese deities and 

follows after the legend of Yang Guifei as a deity. 

In the Medieval period, literature works and tales in some versions fused Yang 

Guifei into erotic fictions revolving around figures called chigos. Chigos were young 

boys or teenagers serving in temples, but in reality, they were the providers of 

pleasures to the temple monks. These tales were especially popular in Medieval 

period Japan, where there are Yang Gufei's appearances, as she is portrayed as one of 

those chigoes. Yang Guifei although a woman, was reimagined in some of these chigo 

tales that she had reincarnated again as a beautiful boy monk. Yet even as a physically 

male person, Yang Gufei is still so desirable to other men that he became the pursuit 

and caused great rivaling among those monks. And once again, she as a male does not 

escape the same tragic end of being murdered. Under the creation of the Japanese 

Tendai monks they also kept another part of her tale unchanged, that is the 

supernatural ending where a spiritual form of her would appear to bid farewell and 
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reveal her identity as Yang Guifei to her still living monk lover. The chigo figures 

were used as scapegoat figures in Japanese Medieval literatures, following a cultural 

aspect that violence is needed in order to bring about peace. Which may be why the 

writers thought of incorporating Yang Guifei into the tales, as she was also a 

scapegoat that was violently murdered, in order to end chaos. The chigoes were 

specially selected as surrogate victims of socially sanctioned violence whose role is to 

deflect or absorb violence that would otherwise tear apart the community (Atkins 

2008). Therefore, the only that has been a great change would the biological change 

of her sex into male, the rest of her story is pretty much the same repeated in the 

Medieval Period chigo tales. 

Besides having her gender switched to male, the Medieval Period also saw her 

being portrayed as a killer female shape-shifter, particularly a spider. The Tsuchigumo 

Soshi (Picture Scroll of an Earth Spider) roughly created around the early fourteenth 

century, depicts an encounter of Minamoto no Raiko, (a notable Heian warrior and 

official, 948-1021 AD), with demonic monsters in a dilapidated mansion. After 

several attempts by the other monsters dwelling in the mansion on failing to deceive 

and consume Raiko, finally the boss of the monsters appeared personally to lure 

Raiko. The terrifying encounter is described as such: “indeed, her beauty was so 
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superlative that Yang Guifei or Lady Li1 would have envied her…Raiko was dazzled 

by the woman's beauty, when she [attacked] and threw at Raiko something resembling 

balls of white clouds…He was momentarily blinded by them, but soon unsheathed his 

sword… to strike [but] his sword passed through her as she vanished into thin air.” 

(Reider 2013, p. 19). The great monster turns out to be a gigantic spider and has 

magical illusionary powers to transform itself into the façade of beautiful women. 

Even though Raiko who knew that the mansion housed no ordinary human being, he 

was still bewitched by the she-spider’s beauteous appearance. Despite knowing that 

he was in a dangerous situation, and the strong implication that the woman had to 

have been a monster in disguise with her stunning beauty, Raiko still did not react 

first in stricking her down. The she-spider’s beauty being described as surpassing 

Yang Guifei and Lady Li, was a sign that represented the status of these legendary 

Chinese beauties in Japanese culture. So, both glamourous ladies share some 

similarities with each other which explains why they are the references used in the 

Tsuchigumo Soshi, in order to highlight their appearances by making the she-spider’s 

charade more significant since she can oust them in the field of beauty. By using the 

two Chinese women as reference points, it would help give the reader of the 

                                                      
1 The Lady Li mentioned here was a concubine to Han Dynasty Emperor Wu (157 BC- 87 BC), who is 
hailed as a great beauty in poetic songs and whose family members enjoyed the privilege of promotions 
in rank despite no qualifications (Loewe 2005). 
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Tsuchigumo Soshi a clear image of how cunning the she-spider is at adapting and 

transforming herself, as both Yang Guifei and Lady Li’s beauty cannot compare to the 

monster.  

Tokugawa Period Literatures 

In the Tokugawa period (1603–1868 AD), the legend of Yang Guifei became 

popularized among the literate masses. This period saw the rise of more creative 

literatures derived from the Medieval period legends, both the Shinto version of a 

divine Yang Guifei and the legend of her as a mortal. Aside from more output in 

poems by Japanese poets, the legend of Yang Guifei sparked more studies in 

connections to the Penglai belief.  

An addition of poems associated with Yang Guifei in the Tokugawa period can 

be looked at with the following writers like Asai Ryoi (1612–1691), Yosa Buson 

(1716–1783) and Ino Hidenori (1806–1877). Asai used kana (the syllabic Japanese 

script) to better explain the content of the Chinese “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” 

sentence by sentence in Japanese in his Chogonka Sho (Commentary on “Changhen 

ge”) (1663). The next writer Yosa, cited the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” in one of 

his haiku poems, and he also painted a hanging scroll of Emperor Xuanzong’s journey 

to Sichuan during the An Lushan Rebellion (755 AD). The third, Ino turned the “Song 
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of Everlasting Sorrow” into a waka in his Chogonka kudaiwaka (Song of Everlasting 

Sorrow in waka style), which meant the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” can be read in 

an more authentic Japanese poetic styled way (Ng 2016). 

In the early Tokugawa period, the previously mentioned writer Asai Ryoi wrote 

a commentary on the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” that was also entitled Yokihi 

Monogatari (Stories of Yang Guifei) (1663). In this work, he used the Penglai belief to 

link Yang Guifei and Xu Fu2 (c. 255-195/155 BC) together as follows: Penglai, 

Fangzhang, and Yingzhou are the three mountains of the immortals. According to 

legends, people can find the elixir of life in these mountains. These mountains are 

located in the big ocean. They are in Japan. Japan has Mount Fuji in Suruga, Atsuta in 

Owari, and Kumano in Kii. In the reign of Xuanzong, the Taoist priest Yang Tongyou 

came to Owari to look for Yang Guifei. The world was at peace in the times of 

Emperor Xuanzong. The emperor wanted to invade Japan. Hence, Atsuta Myojin 

turned into Guifei to cause trouble and save Japan (Asai 2017). Asai’s writing of 

Yang Guifei is important because it echoes the same elements like the previous 

writings of the Medieval period Tani Soboku. Both writers agree on the belief of an 

                                                      
2 In the times of the first emperor of the Qin Dynasty (221-210 BC), the Taoist priest Xu Fu came to 
Japan in search of the fabled elixir (Asai 2017). 
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invasion by Tang’s Emperor Xuanzong and through Yang Guifei the connections to 

the Penglai belief can be established.  

The Shinto interpretation of the Yang Guifei legend continued to echo in 

Tokugawa texts and was a popular trend of telling her story. For example, Izawa 

Banryu (1668–1730), a retainer of the Higo domain in Kyushu, introduced the myth 

involving Atsuta Myojin in his Koeki Zokusetsuben (A Refutation of Vulgar Legends 

for the Benefit of the Public, 1715). Izawa accounts that “according to tradition, 

Emperor Xuanzong of the Tang sought to invade Japan. Atsuta Myojin was 

reincarnated as Yang Guifei to disturb Xuanzong. She brought troubled times and 

made him forget his plan to invade Japan….” (Izawa 1989). He then describes the 

origin of Atsuta Myojin as a male figure called Yamato Takeru-no-Mikoto3 (c. 72-

114 AD), who put on the clothes of his aunt, Princess Yamato-hime-no-Mikoto, to kill 

an enemy and became Atsuta Myojin after his death, then later turned into Yang 

Guifei to seduce Xuanzong (Izawa 1989). Izawa provides an enhanced status of 

Atsuta Myojin by bringing in the legendary prince Yamato Takeru-no-Mikoto as the 

original figure. His description also explains the capability of Atsuta Myojin’s 

                                                      
3 Yamato Takeru-no-Mikoto was a Japanese legendary prince, son of Emperor Keiko (71-130 AD), the 
12th Emperor of Japan. His relics and sacred sword are currently stored in Atsuta Shrine (Morris 1975). 
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manifestation, turning into Yang Guifei was an easy task since Atsuta Myojin’s sex is 

interchangeable between male and female. 

 In addition to the writing of Yang Guifei as a deity, the legends of Yang Guifei as 

a human political refugee were also popularly echoed in these following pieces of 

Tokugawa literatures. Beginning with the Honcho Suikoden (Water Margin in Japan, 

1773), by Takebe Ayatari (1719–1774), which suggests that Yang Guifei was rescued 

by Fujiwara no Kiyokawa (?-778 AD), a Japanese envoy to the Tang. Landing in 

Matsuura, a port in Nagasaki, they then moved to Chikushi (now Fukuoka Prefecture) 

in northern Kyushu. At that time, Kyushu was under the influence of the evil monk 

Dokyo (?–772). Fujiwara trained Yang to assassinate Asomaru, Dokyo’s subordinate 

in Kyushu. He revealed his plan with the words: “in Tang, her beauty caught the heart 

of Xuanzong. I wanted to use her as a concubine to approach Asomaru. I meant to 

proceed rapidly, but she did not understand Japanese. I made her learn the Japanese 

customs and language” (Ng 2016). However, the story ended tragically. After the 

failure of the assassination attempt, Asomaru killed Fujiwara, and Yang Guifei fled to 

Atsuta in Owari. The characters in this novel are projections of actual historical 

figures. For instance, Fujiwara no Kiyokawa is named after Fujiwara no Kiyokawa 

(706?–778 AD) with the character of the “wa” changed in writing, who in fact was a 

real Japanese envoy to the Tang Court, while Asomaru’s namesake is Nakatomi Suge 
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no Asomaro, a senior official in Daizaifu in Northern Kyushu (Ng 2016). In the novel, 

Yang Guifei is not presented as a charming and intelligent figure, but just as a pitiful 

political refugee from China who became involved in Japan’s internal politics. 

However, this is an important act of portraying Yang Guifei’s Japanese assimilation as 

she was taught to understand the Japanese language and customs in order to get close 

to Asomaru and assassinate him. 

 Formulated in late medieval times, the Kuzu version of Yang Guifei’s story 

gained more momentum as they spread across the Chugoku region (the western region 

of Honshu where Kuzu was located) during the Tokugawa period. The Kuzu story as 

mentioned previously, told that Yang Guifei had been rescued by Abe no Nakamaro 

and was carried to Japan, however she died shortly after coming ashore in the 

province of Kuzu. This version of her tale was compiled and published in 1766 by 

Eigaku, the fifteenth rector of Nison-in (Temple of Two Buddhist Statues) in Kuzu. 

Eigaku wrote two books, entitled Nison-in Yuraigaki (Book on the Origins of Nison-

in) and Yokihi Den (The Tale of Yang Guifei) which were both based on regional oral 

traditions and folktales. According to these two books, in 765 AD, Yang Guifei landed 

in Kuzu, and the place where she came ashore was named Todoguchi (the Ford of 

Tang). Yang Guifei was very sick on the way to Japan and died shortly after her 

arrival. The villagers buried her on a slope (which later became the site of Nison-in) 
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and built a tomb and a five-story pagoda in her honor (Ng 2016). These two books are 

crucial in documenting the oral tales of Yang Guifei in Kuzu into writing, providing a 

stronger basis for her legend. Once again, the figure of Abe no Nakamaro is credited 

as her savior, even though Yang Guifei in these accounts did not get to enjoy much 

time in Japan. 

 In conclusion, the impact of Yang Guifei throughout the time periods of Heian, 

Medieval and Tokugawa has been influential in pushing for the developments in the 

texts and literatures. In the earliest period of Heian, Yang Guifei was used as premise 

in major works like The Tale of Genji through the poetic verses from the “Song of 

Everlasting Sorrow.” During the subsequent Medieval period, Yang Guifei was 

reshaped more creatively, at times showing her as a monster and with different sex. 

The Tokugawa period saw a relative amount of both accounts of the Shinto-based 

Yang Guifei legend and her as a human refugee legend, while a deeper connection to 

the Penglai belief has started to take root. 
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CHAPTER 4: JAPANESE RELIGIOUS ADAPTATIONS  

In the previous section, I have discussed that there is the legend of Yang Guifei 

in Japan claiming that she was the manifestation or reincarnation of the Japanese 

Goddess Astuta Myojin. In this chapter, this religious transformation of Yang Guifei 

and her connections with Japanese Shintoism and Buddhism will be further explained. 

I will examine the reasons behind the association of Shinto Nagoya Atsuta Shrine to 

Yang Guifei as detailed by the Shrine’s history information panel, of which tells of 

the ties to the Penglai belief and of the Tang-related relics stored there. In the second 

section, I will look at the Buddhist Kyoto Sennyu Ji with its direct and formal worship 

of Yang Guifei as the Yokihi Kannon there and explain the symbolic meaning of 

behind the worship. I shall be reporting first-hand findings made during my visits to 

the Atsuta Shrine, Nagoya and Sennyu Ji, Kyoto that demonstrates the prominence of 

Yang Guifei in those two places.  

Shintoism and Nagoya Atsuta Shrine 

In Japan they welcome Bai's poem “The Song of Everlasting Sorrows” because 

they see their nation as the divine island mentioned, and with that belief the Japanese 

became more and more fascinated with the tale of Yang Gufei. They started to create 

their own versions of her story, they imagined her to be the manifestation of the 
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Goddess Atsuta Myojin from the Atsuta Shrine in Nagoya, who answered their pleas 

of help upon an invasion from China by transforming herself into the human Yang 

Gufei. With her beauty she seduced the Emperor and led him astray from his military 

plans, the Japanese believed she came to the divine land because she was returning to 

her rightful homeland. Thus Japanese view her as a national hero and savior and take 

it even further to enshrine her and worship her as a deity.  

The above Shinto interpretation of Yang Guifei legend in Japan was an original, 

captivating, but far-fetched narrative due to conflict with history. During the time of 

the reign of Emperor Xuanzong, China and Japan maintained a relatively peaceful 

relationship. The unpleasant memory of the Battle of Baekgang on the Korean 

Peninsula in 663 AD was fading, the battle between Tang China against Japan. There 

are no records showing that military confrontations ever occurred between China and 

Japan or that there was a military plan to attack Japan during the times of Emperor 

Xuanzong in the late eighth century. The Shinto interpretation of Yang Guifei was 

formulated in the thirteenth century, about five centuries after the death of Emperor 

Xuanzong and Yang Guifei, showing the rise of nativist sentiments after the Mongol 

invasions of Japan in 1274 and 1281 (Ng 2016). 
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To understand how and why the Atsuta Shrine became involved with the legend 

of Yang Guifei, I will first be providing the history information detailed by the 

Shrine’s introduction panel, in order to explain the connections to the Penglai belief 

and of the presence of the Tang-related relics that helped to strengthen the Shrine with 

Yang Guifei’s legend.  

To further illustrate the connection between Yang Guifei and the Shinto Atsuta 

Shrine, I now turn to describe first-handedly of the Shrine’s history information panel. 

The panel is located on the main road towards the center of the shrine. According to 

the information on the panel, the tales about the Goddess Atsuta Myojin as the true 

identity behind the human Yang Guifei were rumored and spread about in the 

Medieval period when there were rises of fascination and pursue for divinity and 

beliefs in the existence of the divine island and that Japan was the divine island, the 

Penglai legends.  

Due to these increasingly popular interests in the myths of Penglai, several of the 

Atsuta Shrine's kept national treasure that are related to the Chinese Tang Dynasty 

and contain associations with the aspects of Penglai beliefs, attracted the attention of 

those Penglai believers. One such treasure shown on the panel happens to be a 

precious dark bronze mirror with carvings and designs of flying cranes, pine trees and 
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the mystic divine mountain on a sea with a turtle in the center, this became the 

prominent one evidence that the Shrine and Goddess were involved with Yang Guifei. 

In the Penglai beliefs, these designs on the mirror are all symbols that represent 

immortality, divinity and the blessed heavenly paradise where diving beings reside in. 

So, because of this mirror and the populated legends that connected Yang Guifei to 

the Goddess, the Japanese became more convinced that the two females are one and 

the same.  

Besides the mirror there is also the previous mentioned ancient Buddhist text 

named Keiran Shuyoshu (Collection of Leaves Gathered in Stormy Streams, 1313) 

that is kept in the Shrine, it details that in order to stop Xuanzong's plans of invading 

Japan, the Goddess Atsuta Myojin assumed the human avatar of Yang Guifei, which 

became the undisputable link tieing the Goddess to Yang Guifei. The Shrine panel 

also showed the picture of a drawing taken from the work Shikou Kotenseki Shisetu 

volume three, chapter seventeen titled “Old Story of Yang Guifei” by Nishiyori 

Bokuzan (1726-1800) (Zang 2012). The picture depicts Yang Guifei accordingly from 

the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” in the final parting scene with the messenger sent 

by Emperor Xuanzong. Yang is slightly twisting her body away as if on the verge of 

turning to leave and has her fan half raised as if to conceal her face. The kneeling 

messenger has a sad expression as he holds the jewel crown in his hand, as his pleas 
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for Yang Guifei to return with him has been rejected. On top of the drawing, there is a 

poem titled the “Sun East Song” composed by a Chinese Ming Dynasty poet, Song 

Jing Lian (1310-1381), with the meaning translated as that to: “Yang Guifei laid dead 

in her evil blood, but her heroic spirit is worshipped in a holy temple, on a floating 

flying divine mountain, face beautiful like flowers in the pearly palace.” The poem’s 

lines demonstrated the incredulous and cynical attitude from the Chinese towards how 

the Japanese treated Yang Guifei, but the Japanese think of the poem as praise and 

applaud.  

Because of this growing curiosity towards the mystical and divinity of the 

Penglai beliefs, the Japanese searched and picked up bits and pieces from the Chinese 

side of the divine island beliefs. The Japanese followed after the footsteps of the 

Chinese and held onto the same beliefs that there exists an island on the sea to the 

East of China where spirits and divine figures reside on. This kind of belief is the 

belief in the legends of Penglai Island or Mount Penglai, or in Japanese saying 

pronounced as Horai (McCullough 1990) which Mount Fuji is believed to be the 

divine mountain in reference.  

Other relics treasured by the Atsuta Shrine that were attention grabbing to those 

Penglai believers are two pieces of clothing with decorations of the blessed symbols 
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that echo with the aspects of Penglai beliefs. One such piece is a pair of male 

decorated short-apron-like pants wore by royalty during sacred ceremonies when 

visiting the Shrine, formally called the uenohakama and the name of the piece is 

called Shirokani Araremon Futaeori (Upper Trouser White Checkers-based Scattered 

Patterned Double Weaves). This pair of pants is white-based and the decorated 

sewing that makes it significant are the patterns of circular inscribed red karahana, 

which translates to the Tang flower. The Tang flower is in fact the peony flower, the 

most favored flowers by the Chinese since the Tang Dynasty and was passed into 

Japan and adopted by Japanese for designs (Ogura, 2017). Yang Guifei herself was 

also heavily associated with this karahana, as one well-known phrase that describes 

beauty “hide moon and humiliate flowers” in Chinese describes her beauty as rivaling 

to and humiliating blooming flowers. Tang’s greatest poet Li Bai (701-762 AD) who 

served Emperor Xuanzong and Yang Guifei as poem composer also dedicated his 

collective poems “Song of Purity and Peace” to Yang Guifei, in which he compared 

Yang’s beauty in the following poetic lines: “the sight of floating clouds evokes the 

image of her glamorous dress, the garden of peony flowers echoes her exquisite 

face…like the red aromatic peony bathed in dewdrops, with Yang Guifei alongside 

one no longer gloomy earns for the goddess…renowned flower accompany 

magnificent beauty makes one’s heart joyful, wins the monarch’s grinning smiles” (Li 
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1986). As such peony flowers were widely known to be the symbol and embodiment 

of Yang Guifei, so it was a natural presumption that the Japanese people saw this 

piece with its needlework of the karahana as evidence that the Atsuta Shrine and 

Goddess Atsuta Myojin were deeply connected to the legends of Yang Guifei.  

Another treasure piece owned by the Shrine that bears a link to Yang Guifei and 

the Penglai beliefs is a green-based short outer wear kinomo for noble women. This 

piece is formally named the uwagi moegi koaoiji kiritake houou monfueori (Upper 

Vest Adoring Sunflower Yellow Bamboos Phoenixes Patterned Double Weaves) 

(Ogura 2017) a light green colored vest to be added on during ceremony attendances 

by noble women. The embroidery patterns of this piece are much more complex as 

the uwagi consists of several different kinds of Penglai features. First are the forest 

green colored bamboos stitching being the most dominant feature, which symbolize 

youth, regeneration and long lives, the essential goal in pursuing the Penglai beliefs. 

Next are patterns of flying phoenixes created in purple treads, the phoenix is a sacred 

mystical creature adored by Chinese and Japanese alike for its numerous symbolism 

and its representative value (Nozedar 2006). The phoenix is a symbol of feminine 

power, the highest honor a woman can receive, and the sign of the queen thus a 

companion to the dragon which symbolizes the emperor. Last there is another magical 

and transcendental creature called the kirin, which represents wisdom, divine 
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protection and the reign of a benevolent despot. The use of purple colored embroidery 

is a planned choice in order to honor and accurately portray the distinguishing royal 

color of purple, as only the supernatural divine creatures were presented in purple 

(Ogura 2017). The phoenix together with the kirin could be seen as the symbolic of 

the unity of Yang Guifei and Emperor Xuanzong, as she was the most powerful 

woman with the title of imperial consort and Emperor Xuanzong was known to have 

been a benevolent and benign monarch until the events of the Rebellion.  

I have accounted the reasons for the Atsuta Shrine’s association to Yang Guifei 

as due to the Shrine’s kept Tang-related relics that invoked wide imaginations in the 

Medieval period. During the Medieval period, the Japanese were interested in the 

Penglai belief of the existence of a divine island, which was believed to be Japan 

itself. Because of the relics bearing elements of Penglai belief and the contents of the 

Keiran Shuyoshu describing Atsuta Myojin appearing as Yang Guifei, the Shrine 

became linked with the Yang Guifei’s legend. 

Buddhism and Kyoto Sennyu Ji 

In this section, I will be examining Yang Guifei’s relationship to the Sennyu Ji of 

Kyoto, I will provide descriptions of her Buddhist statue and information related by 

the temple personnel.  
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The Sennyu Ji is located in the south of the city Kyoto, there is a smaller section 

within and located at the front entrance of the temple, of a special section dedicated to 

Yang Guifei worshipped as the Yokihi Kannon (Yang Guifei Bodhisattva) and is 

named the Yokihi Palace Temple. The Yang Guifei Bodhisattva (also known as 

Guanyin, the Bodhisattva of Mercy) statue was made in ancient China and brought to 

Japan in 1230 by the founder of Sennyu Ji, Master monk Gachirindaishi Shunjyo 

(1166-1227 AD), according to the temple's official statement. Yang Guifei here is 

shown in according with the Buddhist tradition as being represented as a Bodhisattva 

and is declared by her Japanese pronounced name of Yokihi and always addressed as 

such.  

The inside of the special shrine dedicated to the Yokihi Kannon is filled with 

wooden panels of paintings depicting the story scenes adapted from the “Song of 

Everlasting Sorrow.” In all these paintings there is heavy Japanese influences in the 

painting style, the characters look too Japanese and not Chinese. For example, the 

hairstyles of Yang are the long waving nobility women commonly observed in 

Japanese Heian period, and not the Chinese High Tang fashion of having rounded 

piles of hair with peony flowers as ornaments. Also, the board detailing information 

about Yokihi/Yang Guifei presents a short and romanticized version of her tale, with 
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heavy notes on the tragic romance she had with the emperor and highlights on her 

great beauty and advices the public to receive blessings from her.  

The Yokihi Kannon statue is craved out of a willow wood branch and painted in 

gold and the crown on her head is made of coral and jade. The statue is unlike any 

other Buddhist statue due to it being one that does not have a traditional Buddhist nor 

an Indian Hinduist origin, but rather a Chinese woman that is portrayed in excessive 

riches (Yoshida 2017). Most of all Buddhist deities were originally Indian Hinduist 

deities (Yoshida 2017). Strangely, the Zen Buddhist tradition calls for plain and 

simplicity, yet this statue is so expensively decorated with precious stones and gilded 

in gold, this representation clearly goes against the teachings (Yoshida 2017). 

However, according to the words from the temple personnel, the statue was especially 

made in such an extravagant style because Yang had been an imperial consort, a noble 

lady so her status has to be well represented, thereby the statue's portrayal of Yang in 

riches is an exact representation of her title and her previous life, that when people see 

the statue they would know she is a woman of royal status. It is also because this 

statue's display of wealth and beauty that people can better associate the statue with 

the historic Yang Guifei when they pray at her feet. There is also a very visible 

moustache in two curling lines on the upper lip of the Yang statue, it was to 

demonstrate a sense of mercifulness and sympathy in the Buddhist tradition 
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(Moriyama 2017). The waving moustache line helps to soften the wooden statue's 

face, by giving a sense of a smile about to form on the lips, making the statue look 

gentle and sympathetic to the worshippers (Moriyama 2017). Aside from the 

moustache, the face of the statue has grand lavish makeup painted on: her eyebrows 

are treaded to be slim like willow leaves; her eyes have been outlined by eyeliner; 

eyelashes that look like mascara has been applied on; and rouge colored eyeshadows 

painted at the corners of her eyes; her lips are red and shining as if painted from a 

lipstick (Yoshida 2017).  

As far as I am told by the temple personnel, the statue is an accurate 

demonstration of the beauty and the precise image and face of Yang Guifei, as it is 

said to have been commissioned by the Emperor Xuanzong after her death, the 

Emperor made sure the statue had the closest resemblance to his beloved woman. But 

there is one unclear point about the statue is that it is claimed by the temple personnel 

as being created sometime around the late eighth century at the same time of Yang's 

death and had been worshipped in a Chinese temple until Master Gachirindaishi 

Shunjyo traveled to China in 1230, which was in the much later Song Dynasty (960-

1279 AD). Gachirindaishi Shunjyo was said to have found the statue in the ruins of a 

deserted temple, he had been so captivated by the statue's great beauty that he then 

secretly carried off the statue and brought it across the sea to Japan, where he founded 
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the Sennyu Ji and placed the statue in. But since the founding of Sennyu Ji for a 

period close to six hundred years the temple was closed to the common people, only 

the royal Emperor and nobility were allowed to venture inside and pay homage. It is 

only until the after the Meiji Restoration in 1868, Sennyu Ji was opened to the public, 

and ever since then the statue has been made accessible to the Japanese masses. The 

temple heavily stresses and promote that the statue is extremely beautiful as it 

completely reflects Yang actual appearance and also what her fields of worship are in 

order to draw in followers. She is said to bless her worshippers with love between 

couples, beauty for the females, and happy marriage (Moriyama 2017). Her name 

represents beauty to the Japanese, and so her statue has become the worship heavily 

associated with beauty related issues, many of those working in the cosmetics and 

beauty salon businesses come to seek and consult her on matters on how to better sell 

their beauty products or how to gain higher profits in salons (Yoshida 2017). Ordinary 

visitors to the temple are taken away by the luxurious and fancy Yokihi statue and in 

awe listen to her tale of romance with the emperor and how she came to her tragic 

demise, her story is popular with the Japanese because she has the ability to attract the 

admiration of the Japanese.  

Even though she is mentioned as Chinese, in this place it becomes hard to cut 

Yang Guifei out of the Japanese identity Yokihi she has been placed into. Out of 
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strong curiosity, I asked the temple keeper why the Japanese would worship her a 

Chinese woman as a divinity here, he answered that Japanese are weird in easily 

liking and accepting other foreign beings as gods, if they find something to like about 

the beings or if they find some kind of element relative to the needs of the Japanese 

culture. In this case, the story of Yokihi's tragic romance and her famous great beauty 

are the main attractions for the Japanese, that they were so enamored to want to 

worship her as a god.  

 In this chapter I have described the two relationships of Yang Guifei with the 

Atsuta Shrine and Sennyu Ji and looked at how and why she is represented in 

Japanese Shintoism and Buddhism. I have explained the Medieval period interest in 

Penglai belief and the Atsuta Shrine’s relics as the causes for the association to Yang 

Guifei. The Yokihi Kannon of Sennyu Ji represented an unusual direct adoration of 

Yang Guifei in the Buddhist tradition by the Japanese. 
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CHAPTER 5: PAINTINGS AND THEATRICAL PERFORMANCES 

 In this chapter I will be analyzing the appearances of Yang Guifei in Japanese 

artworks from the sixteenth century to the late nineteenth century and how in these 

paintings she has been gradually transformed and becomes completely adopted into 

the identity of a Japanese woman. As the discussion of each art piece moves along, 

there will be a gradual cultural assimilation process on Yang Guifei by the Japanese 

artists, she will become completely dressed in Japanese kimono and participate in 

traditional Japanese activity. I will also be looking at the stage performances that 

featured Yang Guifei in their plots, the plays presented the previous narratives of the 

Shinto legend and even a new Buddhist representation.  

Yang Guifei in Paintings 

In painting, a sub-genre existed that was known as “Chogonka zu,” the Paintings 

of the Song of Everlasting Sorrow. Particularly, there was the Kano school artists 

(15th – 19th century) who were dedicated to producing “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” 

themed scroll paintings, panel paintings, and illustrations. The history of the Song of 

Everlasting Sorrow in ukiyo-e (woodblock prints) can be traced back to an illustration 

for the puppet play “Yokihi monogatari” (Tale of Yang Guifei). With the rise of the 

genre bijinga (Paintings of Beautiful Women), Yang Guifei was featured in ukiyo-e 
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by Okumura Masanobu (1686–1764) and Hosoda Eishi (1756–1829), and in bunjinga 

(literati paintings) by Takaku Aigai (1796–1843) (Ng 2016).  

I begin the examination of paintings accordingly to chronological order. This 

first piece of art examined is one from the Kano school, named The Chinese Emperor 

MingHuang [Xuanzong] and his concubine Yang Guifei, with attendants on a terrace 

which is a painting on screens called the byobu by Kano Eitoku made in the sixteenth 

century. It has the dimensions of 61.6 x 141.9 inches and currently located in the 

Freer Gallery of Art in Washington, D.C. This art piece is designed for home décor 

and furniture rather than simply a painting to be admired, a traditional piece of byobu 

is literally the meaning of a “shield wind” which is several wooden panels joined 

together so that it can be folded and bended easily. The byobu’s main purposes are to 

act as decorative screens in interior spaces and to fence off and shield away private 

areas from prying eyes (Pekarik 1975). The subjects of Yang Guifei and Emperor 

Xuanzong who are painted on this particular byobu piece, are the essences from the 

popular theme of “Song of Everlasting Sorrow,” their merry garden party scene is 

featured across six panels, the images are done by ink painted on separate pieces of 

papers and gold leaves were used form the background in bright shining gold. The 

two main characters are positioned in the second panel from the right, the Emperor 

appears to be guiding Yang Guifei towards the seven scattered playful female 
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attendants, while three other female servants stand beside the royal couple. The style 

of the painting seems to resonate more with the Chinese Han Dynasty-styled (202 

BC-220 AD), than the supposed Tang Dynasty, in which the portrayed fashion trends, 

background terrace and the attendants all conflict with the right time period. For 

starters, Yang Guifei’s depiction does not fit the image of Tang women, despite her 

attire does seem more decorated than the rest of the attendants and a slight upgraded 

hair style, these were nowhere near the Tang style. Her fancier dress has patterns of 

dotted scarlet on white while the lower half of her dress is red-based with white dots; 

her hair is combed into a higher mound than the other women and adorned with 

ornaments and two longer strands of hair reaching down pass her shoulders (Kano 

Eitoku, 1500). Despite these non-Tang styles depiction of Yang Guifei, Kano Eitoku 

still kept her Chinese identity affixed in the painting. 

The second art piece studied here is another produced by the Kanos, the 

Chogonka Emaki (Picture-scrolls of Chogonka) by Kano Sansetsu made also in the 

sixteenth century stored by the Chester Beatty Library in Dublin. The painting is ten 

meters in length and was illustrated on silk cloth. The depicted scene is a clouded 

surrounded center of an interior view where Emperor Xuanzong and Yang Guifei are 

relaxing on top of a green stepped-platform while thirteen other female servants await 

below. The whole interior room is very luxurious, significant amount of hard work 
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has been dedicated to creating all the fancy and extravagant settings, from the tile 

floors to curtains and doors, even the thirteen ladies-in-waiting has a different colored 

and patterned dress from each other. The heavy splash of colors like blue, green, red, 

yellow, white combined together to form such a magnificent painting. The main focus 

in this painting, Yang Guifei and Emperor Xuanzong appear to be at ease in drinking 

tea and reclining, the Emperor is half laid back with his right arm resting on a cushion 

as support and a cup of tea right next to him; Yang Guifei is close by and is personally 

preparing tea for the Emperor, she is adorned a dress that is bright red on top and the 

lower white with a dash of yellow short veil tied by orange ribbons on the backside 

and a long green silk ribbon draped around her shoulders, her hair ornaments are 

flowers. This type of fashion and layout of the palace room are much closely tied in 

with the Tang Dynasty, where everything was the most beautiful and of the highest 

level, the fancy decorations from the floors and walls to clothing and hairstyles, all 

were done in great details. The extensive use of peony flowers for decorating the 

entire setting and the vivid colors all help to enrich and gild the painting. Although 

according to true Tang fashion, the dresses of the women would have been much 

lower cut at the collar and revealing down to the collar bone and cleavage and also the 

hair ornaments would have been much more glamourous (Kano Sansetsu, 1500). 
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Nonetheless the Chogonka Emaki is still a piece of fine art and sticks to a better sense 

of Chinese style which is hailed a masterpiece of Tokugawa art (Ng 2016).  

Another Kano school painter Kano Eino (1631–1697) took Chogonka emaki as 

inspiration in his Chogonka Zusho (Commentary on the Painting of “The Song of 

Everlasting Sorrow,” 1677) and cited a story that repeated a similar plot about Yang 

Guifei and the Goddess Atsuta: “it is said that, in the Tang era, Japan paid tribute to 

China. When the gifts were few, the Chinese killed the Japanese envoys. Xuanzong 

sought to annihilate Japan. Atsuta Myojin was Yamato-Takeru-no-Mikoto. This deity 

transformed into Yang Guifei, Sumiyoshi Myojin turned into Lushan, and Kumano-

no-Okami turned into Guozhong. They went to the Great Tang to destroy Xuanzong” 

(Ng 2016). This Chogonka Zusho is a more complexed version of compiling the 

Shinto Yang Guifei’s legend in that it brings in the original identity of Atsuta Myojin 

as Yamato-Takeru-no-Mikoto on top of violent details of the Japanese treatment by 

the Tang. This commentary not only portrays Atsuta Myojin as Yang Guifei but 

reveals that figures like An Lushan and Yang Guozhong were also manifestations by 

Japanese deities. From this piece of writing inspired from the painting, the Japanese 

were very much obsessed with believing that all those people who undermined 

Emperor Xuanzong’s power were in fact Japanese deities deliberately appeared to 

obstruct him from invading Japan. 
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This next art piece from the Tokugawa period marks the beginning of the 

examination of Yang Guifei becoming completely transformed and assimilated into 

Japanese culture, introducing The Chinese Beauty Yang Guifei made by Hosoda Eishi 

between 1800-20 and is now owned by the British Museum. Yang Guifei in this 

painting is appearing to be in the wilderness besides a flowing river and mountains in 

the distance, while she is seated on a lounging chair playing a flute with branches of 

willow trees hanging down and peony flowers blooming at her side. The subject Yang 

Guifei has an elongated face and curved cheek are the typical features from the 

Tokugawa period’s popular artistic style of the Ukiyo-e, but not yet completely 

assimilated into the Japanese identity. The attire of Yang Guifei in this painting bears 

heavy resemblance to the previous Kano Sansetsu’s Chogonka Emaki, in which she is 

shown in Chinese Han dress, long draping sleeves in light blueish-gray with a red 

semi-circles pattern layer underneath, her lower dress is in dark purple with flowers 

and leafy designs on it and one long forest green ribbon wrapped across her shoulders. 

There seems to be a little revealing lower cut on the top front of her dress which is 

unlike the previous paintings, but her hand’s position in raised up and holding the 

flute blocks a clear view of how exactly her state of her dress is. The hair style here 

seems like a cross between Japanese Heian and Chinese Tang, as in there is only a 

partial hair mound in the front while the rest of her hair is let down, the ornament on 
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her front half of head is one large single hairpin in the shape of a wings-spread golden 

phoenix with blue, red and white colored tails. In addition, there is great attention paid 

to details to construct Yang Guifei’s image as a sophisticated lady. The image is 

represented by the fancy flute instrument in her hands, at one end of the flute is a 

curled-up dragon head with little dangling trinkets below (Hosoda Eishi, 1800). This 

painting contains the most important three elements that defined Yang Guifei, the 

phoenix hairpin, the dragon-shaped flute, and the peony flowers, all of these are 

intended arrangements by the artist to showcase Yang Guifei’s royal status, these 

designs different drastically from the two Kano school’s works above because Hosoda 

Eishi used these elements to stress and define Yang Guifei.  

In this analysis of the first woodblock print manner of art, we turn to the work 

named Genso and Yokihi Playing Sugoroku made by the hands of Totoya Hokkei 

circa 1820, currently in the possession of Worcester Art Museum. Emperor Xuanzong 

here is addressed in the Japanese pronouncing style of “Genso,” like how Yang Guifei 

is addressed as Yokihi in Japanese. In this artwork, the royal couple is shown as 

sitting face to face with each other and playing the dice game called “Sugoroku,” 

while the both of them have been turned into Japanese. The precious lady Yang 

Guifei looks and acts like a complete Japanese geisha, because the state of her attire 

and her hair style could not be anything Chinese. If untitled, the print merely looks 
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like a Japanese courtesan is entertaining her guest in a board game. Yang Guifei here 

is even actually wearing a kinomo, Japanese traditional attire, it’s easy to be called out 

as such because there is a bulging pile of garments on her back which is in fact an obi. 

The word obi literally translates to “belt” a broad sash worn around the waist of a 

Japanese kimono, something that is not found in the Chinese dressing style. The 

patterns on the kimono show no signs of peony flowers prints, only inorganic matters 

like water ripples and clouds and organic substances like foliage and plants. The face 

of Yang Guifei looks undoubtedly adopted out of the women in style of the Ukiyo-e: 

stoic and emotionless expression, face shaped lengthy, twisted body position to 

feature her kimono folds. The only small shred of evidence which supports her status 

as a royal lady can be found by observing her hair ornaments which consists of a 

golden flying phoenix high and centered on her head. However, the rest of the 

hairpins are the ones commonly wore by Japanese geisha, examples such as the 

rounded red baubles, golden diamond-shaped trinkets and blue-green umbrella-like 

bibelots all of which are typical traits in a geisha’s depiction in woodblock prints of 

Tokugawa period (Totoya Hokkei, 1820). The particular artwork demonstrates a 

reconstruction of Yang Guifei’s image into a pure Japanese geisha.  

This next studied art work of Yang Guifei is the remaining one that still tries to 

withhold some Chinese qualities about her, the work is titled Yang Guifei by Takaku 
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Aigai from 1821, now in the Seikado Bunko Art Museum. In this hanging scroll of 

color painted on silk, here Yang Guifei is shown with a female attendant fan in hand 

right behind her as she is picking and collecting peony flowers. The maid behind her 

is smiling and carrying a blue-red decorated transparent silk fan, while Yang Guifei 

has a solemn expression. The figure of Yang Guifei is on some parallels with the 

Hosoda Eishi’s drawing of Yang Guifei, both faces share the elongated shape, faint 

thin eyebrows, small narrow eyes, and slim bodies. One other common feature the 

two paintings shared is the hair ornament of Yang Guifei being presented as 

glamourous and majestic, a mix of red, green and blue ribbons braided together to 

form a hair band. Furthermore, the hair band has yellow flowers and colorful little 

bean-like pendants and at the center of the band sits a phoenix with its tails straight up 

and wings spread. The clothes she has on are also similar to what Hosoda Eishi 

painted, a brownish green long sash ribbon covered across a greyish purple robe dress 

with blue edging surrounding yellowish flower patterns, layers of her bottom include 

a green with circular white flowers over-layer secured by blue ribbons on top of a 

reddish hem covering a pure white base. One surprising difference in Takaku Aigai’s 

Yang Guifei is that her shoes are visible, a pair of squared-shape shoes in a wide 

range of colors from blue, yellow, to purple and green and three pointy dots on the tip 

of the shoes. The dress is once again not of the proper Tang fashion but the more 
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conservative type of the Han Chinese, however it seems that is still not enough 

because there is a pink undershirt with a high collar which covers up all the way to 

her neck (Takaku Aigai, 1821). Whatever skin is kept hidden from view, which very 

much goes against the Tang custom of being provocative and seductive. This type of 

representation by the Japanese is loyal to their own standard of how women should 

dress.  

The evaluation of Yang Guifei in Japanese art representation continues with the 

following woodblock print named Yokihi Viewing Cherry Blossom from Verandah 

produced by Yashima Gakutei in 1823, stored in Harvard Art Museum in Cambridge, 

Massachusetts. Here in this Tokugawa period’s height of artistic style, Yang Guifei 

again has been utterly transformed into a Japanese courtesan. The first example of her 

notable change is there is not a single royal Tang element on her that defines her 

identity as a Chinese Tang imperial consort, as her hair is done up in two rounded 

mounds with reddish ball-like hair ornaments, the kind that is in likeliness to what 

Japanese geisha commonly wear. Next is her whole getup although there is some 

work in trying to create a Chinese look for her, Yashima only managed to create a 

strange fuse of Japanese with a dash of Chinese style. Especially when she has on the 

same Tokugawa’s Ukiyo-e face shape, with stiff posture and rough-like clothes, she 

has lost all trace of a graceful Tang lady. The patterns on Yang Guifei’s clothes 
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contained no flowers but rather clouds and waves and the colors are not lively nor 

vivid. On the top right corner there is the title of this print in simpler terms of Yokihi 

sakura which translates to “Yang Guifei cherry blossoms” (Yashima Gakutei, 1823). 

This act of cherry blossoms viewing or “hanami” is a traditional Japanese practice 

(Sosnoski 1996), the Chinese Tang did not engage in such activity, therefore the 

portrayal of Yang Guifei enjoying the sight of cherry blossoms is an act of Japanese 

cultural assimilation. This print by Yashima Gakutei is on par to what Totoya Hokkei 

did in his print of Genso and Yokihi Playing Sugoroku in which the character of Yang 

Guifei is officially titled as Yokihi and most importantly both artists created her in the 

image contemporaneous with the Tokugawa period’s artistic print style hereby 

assimilated her into their Japanese culture.  

The last artistic representation of Yang Guifei by the Japanese to be discussed is 

the Nagoku Zue Yokihi by Tsukioka Kogyo painted on paper in 1898 presently kept at 

the Walters Art Museum in Baltimore, Maryland. This Meiji Era (1868-1912) picture 

appears like an image page taken out from the manel book of Noh plays4 and is 

showing of once again the famous scene from the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow.” It is 

the part where the end of the tale is approaching and is the most defining climax 

                                                      
4 Noh plays are classical Japanese musical drama that has been performed since the 14th century. They 
are often based on tales from traditional literature with supernatural beings and humans together. They 
are performed with masks, costumes and various props and dances. The different masks have different 
symbolic meanings (Brazell 1998).  
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moment of the play in which the deceased and otherworldly Yang Guifei is sending 

away the long-journeyed messenger at her divine palace and instructing the 

messenger to take back her jeweled crown as a token to Emperor Xuanzong. The two 

characters here in this image are fully dressed in Japanese style befitting to the Noh 

drama performance, especially the actor playing as Yang Guifei has a mask on and an 

extravagant layer that is decorated of blue phoenixes alongside pink and white peony 

flowers. Underneath the fancy overlay is the outfit similar to ones donned by mikos, 

chaste women who are devoted to serving shrines and the gods, the kimono of white 

upper part and orange reddish pants below. The kneeling messenger is dressed like a 

Heian Period nobleman, dark black robes with yellow flowers and large green leaves 

and he has on the signature hat wore typically by the same high-class man. The man 

holds an opened fan in a spread horizontal position and on top of the fan sits the given 

precious jeweled crown from Yang Guifei. The luxurious symbol of the Emperor’s 

love to Yang Guifei is done is great detail by Tsukioka Kogyo to display a crown that 

appears to be made of gold and red coral. On the right side of the picture providing 

information on this Noh play, of the two roles and setting, and a brief summary of the 

story of Yang Guifei of how after her death, the Tang Emperor Xuanzong sent a monk 

to search for her spirit and arrived at a divine world. It also mentions that the 

inspiration of this Noh play comes from Bai’s poetic works of the “Song of 
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Everlasting Sorrow” (Tsukioka Kogyo, 1898). This piece of art although made in the 

Meiji Era, still managed to recycle the same Japanese elements and present a foreign 

tale in a total cultural assimilated version of Yang Guifei’s story.  

In summary, the artistic representation of Yang Guifei from Chines to Japanese 

at the hands of Japanese artists is a swift transformation and adaptation from the 

Tokugawa period to Meiji Era. The style of the Kano school’s paintings based out of 

sections and segments from the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow,” did not deviant far 

away from the Chinese artistic style, rather they put some effort into accurately 

demonstrating and portraying the Chinese identities and cultures and settings of the 

characters in the paintings. The Kanos’ paintings of Yang Guifei honored her as a 

Chinese imperial consort by adorning her with the more appropriate Chinese style of 

dress and hairstyle so that at a glance there could be no mistake that she is not a 

Chinese woman. Although the Kanos’ did not accurately show Yang Guifei with the 

appropriate Tang cultural elements and instead just portrayed her in a plain Chinese 

manner. Whereas in later times of the 19th century, paintings of her by other Japanese 

artists such as Hosoda Eishi, Takaku Aigai were in the process of morphing Yang 

Guifei into a combination between Chinese and Japanese, they created the images of 

an imagined Chinese Yang Guifei. Other artists such as Totoya Hokkei, Yashima 

Gakutei and Tsukioka Kogyo has culturally assimilated her as Japanese. The 
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depiction of Yang Guifei in these Tokugawa period and Meiji Era art present her in 

ways that make her seem completely like a Japanese woman, a woman belonging to 

the kind of geisha and courtesan. Determinable and distinguishable from the style of 

her hair and dress and her face and figure, she has been adopted into the Japanese 

culture. In these later Tokugawa period paintings, her Chinese identity is erased and 

replaced by and into Japanese culture and she is treated like a mere idol in a 

magazine, just an eye candy for admiration of her beauty. The figure of Yang Guifei 

is also slimed down, her famous voluptuous curves are lost in these Japanese 

paintings. If one who is unable to understand the language of these paintings’ titles, 

they would never have been able to guess that the Yang Guifei painted is Chinese and 

not Japanese. This adaptation of Chinese Yang Guifei into a Japanese styled women 

in art form, shows the change and transition of how the Japanese viewed her, even 

though they knew her to be Chinese they decided to leave out her exotic nature and 

instead placed her into their Japanese cultural sphere.  

Yang Guifei in Theatre 

 The most crucial and essential of Yang Guifei’s role in the areas of Japanese 

theatre and drama productions is the Japanese version of the Noh play script Yokihi 

(Yang Guifei) composed by Konparu Zenchiku (1405-1470?) roughly around the 15th 
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century. This Konparu version of Yang Guifei is derived from the fourth and last part 

of Bai’s “Song of Everlasting Sorrow,” the invented fantasy portion of Yang Guifei 

and the messenger in the divine realm. Konparu’s Yokihi script is the earliest version 

adapted into drama play and is the same maintained storyline later on in all types of 

stage performances, it is a work that can be seem as influential and significant like the 

plays of Shakespeare which inspired future adaptations (Zeami 2015). The Noh play 

of Yokihi is classified as belonging to the third category which is defined as plays 

about women or having a prominent female lead; the roles for this particular play 

include the ghost of Yokihi as the shite (the main protagonist), the monk as the waki 

(the counterpart) and the man of Penglai Island as the aikyogen 

(interlude/intermission actor). The time of the play is set in August autumn, in the 

divine realm of Penglai Island. The play starts with the monk sailing on the East Sea 

towards the mystical Penglai Island, during which he recounts his mission ordered by 

the Emperor Xuanzong of the Tang to search for the lost spirit of Yang Guifei has led 

him across everywhere but the Penglai Island. Upon arriving on the Island, the monk 

asks the local man of Penglai of whether there is a woman named Yang Guifei in the 

palace of Penglai, the man replies that there is no Yang Guifei but a woman named 

the Jade Consort who longs for the Tang Dynasty and is consistently asking for 

messengers from the Tang. The monk travels deep into the forests to search for the 
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palace of Taizen and is dazzled by the magnificently decorated palace and finally 

meets Her Highness the Imperial Consort. The monk relays that Emperor Xuanzong is 

sick with grief and wishes for Yang Guifei to return to Tang. Yang Guifei laments 

that the Emperor’s longing for her only increases more sorrow as they are now 

separated by two worlds. The monk then begs that he may take back a token from 

Yang Guifei when she had been alive, Yang Guifei gives him a jade hairpin as a relic. 

However, the monk questions that having only the hairpin is not enough to convince 

the Emperor and requests that Yang Guifei discloses phrases from her intimate 

conversations with the Emperor to him. Yang Guifei then conveys the secret vows she 

exchanged with Xuanzong: “aspiring to be a pair of birds in the sky, yearning to be 

entwined plant roots in the earth” (Zeami 2015, p. 165, translated by author), exactly 

the last lines from Bai’s “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” (Huang 1998). Suddenly 

overcame by sadness that she would not be seeing another fellow countryman, Yang 

Guifei decides to dance the Geishou Uinokyoku (Neon Feather Dance Song). As she 

is dancing she narrates that her origin is of upper world divinity, born a maiden to be 

chosen to serve at the Emperor’s side, but unkind fate ends their love and now she can 

only weep on this lonely island. Finally, Yang Guifei bids farewell to the monk and 

for one last time bemoans that she can never see the Emperor as her spirit has returned 
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to the Penglai palace on the lone island, all her memories are alive, yet in the end she 

must depart from the mortal world (Zeami 2015).  

 The above Konparu Zenchiku’s script of Yokihi would become the basis for 

numerous developing stage performances and theatre productions to be discussed 

below. This Noh play is special because it is the equivalent of an opera or musical as 

it contains singing and dancing, these lyrics and words are also crucial in spreading 

the tale of Yang Guifei. In the script, Konparu reused the same concept from Bai’s 

“Song of Everlasting Sorrow” where Bai neglected and wiped out Yang Guifei’s first 

marriage to Prince Shou and instead claimed her to be a virgin when she met Emperor 

Xuanzong. The second crucial aspect of this playscript is the added lines in which 

Yang Guifei confesses to have been a goddess from a higher realm and is reborn as 

human then after her death she is forced to return to her origin divine island. This 

reimagined inclusion is the beginning of later performances adapting this same 

religious connection concept into them. Although in here Konparu did not explicitly 

state Yang Guifei’s divine identity as the Goddess Atsuta Myojin, the hint of her 

being descended from divine origins is not lost to the audience. Instead Konparu 

motivated other composers to take on and create more versions of theatre that featured 

this tie that Yang Guifei has with divinity. This version of the tale presented in the 

Noh play style remains the same but for the following accounts of theatre works to be 
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studied, they will show the gradual ease and a fueling of the legend that Yang Guifei 

is the Goddess Atsuta Myojin.  

The impact on theatre works associating Yang Guifei with the Atsuta Shrine 

reached its peak in the Tokugawa period, thus pushing for other forms of traditional 

Japanese theatre productions. In the following described theatre works that feature the 

storyline of Yang Guifei is the manifestation of the Goddess Atsuta Myojin can be 

divided into such two types: the first is the joruri play, is a form of traditional 

Japanese narrative music companioned by the singing and narrating by a tayu 

(chanter) while playing a shamisen; second is the bunraku play, is a form of 

traditional Japanese puppet theatre played out by the ningyotsukai (puppeteers), the 

tayu, and shamisen musicians (Uchiyama 2010).  

 The first of the theatre work according to chorological order which inherited the 

divine connection of Yang Guifei is analyzed here (Ng 2016). The joruri play named 

Kuwakite Sengun (The Battleship of the General Kuwateki) composed in 1660 by an 

unknown author is one which directly linked Yang Guifei to the Goddess Atsuta 

Myojin. In this play, set after the events of the An Lushan Rebellion, the poet of the 

“Song of Everlasting Sorrow,” Bai Juyi informs Emperor Xuanzong that Yang Guifei 

is the incarnation of Atsuta Myojin. During one sleepless night, the spirit of Yang 
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Guifei appears in front of Xuanzong in the imperial palace in Chang'an China. Yang 

Guifei in ghost form confesses to Emperor Xuanzong that “she was originally the 

Great Sun Buddha, the Dainichi Nyorai (Mahavairocana) and then transformed into 

the Atsuta Myojin, who protects the Japanese imperial palace like a bow and arrow” 

(Ng 2016, p. 15). Afterwards, Yang Guifei disappears in the form of the Great Sun 

Buddha (Ng 2016). This joruri play is an interesting piece in which the concept of is 

applied and the inclusion of the poet Bai Juyi as a character in the story. In here 

according to which Yang Guifei is not only said to have been the Goddess Atsuta 

Myojin but also the Great Sun Buddha. This is a proclamation according to the honji 

suijaku theory, which preaches that Shinto deities were manifestations from Buddhist 

deities is a part of religious propaganda in Japan but to have this concept blended into 

the play is a more complex step up in the telling of Yang Guifei’s story (Ng 2016). 

Another unusual addition is having Bai Ju Yi as a character who is able to speak to 

Emperor Xuanzong when in reality this was never possible. Bai lived between 772-

846 AD and Emperor Xuanzong lived from 685 to 762 AD, so by the time of Bai’s 

birth Emperor Xuanzong had been dead for ten years already. Even more impossible 

is that the death of Yang Guifei occurred in 756 AD which is roughly the time this 

play is set to take place, where again Bai could not have existed at all. The presence 

of Bai as an active character is probably due to the Japanese great admiration for his 
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poetry talents in composing the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow.” And since he was the 

one who suggested that Yang Guifei went to a mystic divine island in his epic poem, 

it’s no wonder that Bai has a special place in the hearts of the Japanese. This was 

perhaps a gesture of honor by the Japanese to include Bai as a character in the joruri 

play, and by having him as the messenger delivering the information that Yang Guifei 

is the Goddess Atsuta Myojin is symbolic in demonstrating how the Japanese viewed 

him.  

The next joruri play to be examined is named the Yokihi Monogatari (Tale of 

Yang Guifei) composed in 1663 also by an anonymous author which dramatized and 

popularized the Yang Guifei legend. In the latter half of this play, the Taoist priest 

finds Yang Guifei on Mount Penglai and demons appear to give him a warning that he 

should not stay in the divine territory and the lady who was once Yang Guifei is now 

Atsuta Myojin. In the play, the demons spoke as such: “Who are you? You should not 

stay in the divine territory any longer. Go away!” (Ng 2016, p. 15). The Taoist priest 

did not understand and asked why the place was a divine territory. One of the demon 

replied angrily: “This lady was once Yang Guifei, and she is now Atsuta Myojin. This 

land is an island in Japan. You should never come here again!” (Ng 2016, p. 15-16). 

Slight difference in this Yokihi Monogatari the islanders encountered by the monk 

were demons instead of humans, despite it being said that it is upon a divine holy 
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place. However, these so-called demons are not evil-sounding, their words in the play 

suggest rather a certain power and majestic feeling in defending Japan and its deity. 

These demons are acting as the equivalent to the roles of guardians underneath the 

Japanese deities and also serve as protectors of the sacred land of Japan from 

outsiders. This could be a way to demonstrate the extent of the strength of the 

Japanese gods in their ability in reining the demons to fend off intruders and to 

proclaim the land of Japan as sacred grounds clear of trespassers. Another same 

notion here in this joruri play is that it also gave Bai Juyi a role in the story like the 

previous play of Kuwakite Sengun. According to the script, in the end when the Taoist 

priest brings back Yang’s hairpin to the Emperor, the saddened emperor happens to 

meet Bai Ju Yi on a mountain where Xuanzong laments why the nation had to go 

through this misfortune. After which Bai replies as such: “Your Majesty, you are the 

cause of this misfortune. Your obsession with Yang Guifei’s beauty caused all of this 

chaos. There is a country called Japan in the East. Yang Guifei was its deity Atsuta 

Myojin. She was provisionally born in our nation as a woman to cause trouble. Shame 

on her! After the uprising is suppressed, I will go to Japan to challenge its natives” 

(Ng 2016, p. 16). Afterwards, Bai leads troops to Japan and has a heated debate with 

Sumiyoshi Myojin, the god of Japanese poetry. He returns to China after losing the 

debate (Ng 2016). This second appearance of Bai in another joruri play really 
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demonstrate the scale of celebrating Bai as the most beloved Chinese poet in medieval 

and early modern Japan. Repeatedly, it is Bai who announces the true identity of 

Yang Guifei as the Goddess Atsuta Myojin. The incorporation of a role for Bai 

furthermore illustrates how Japanese thought it was befitting only for him to deliver 

the news that Yang Guifei is in fact the Goddess Atsuta Myojin. However, Bai’s 

character here is much less approving of Japan and of Yang Guifei as he denounces 

her and vows to attack Japan. Like previously discussed, Bai could not have been able 

to meet with Emperor Xuanzong at all, besides him was only ever a poet and a literate 

scholar therefore lacking any military experience or hostile attitude (Waley 1941). 

The reason for this seemingly violent poet Bai character might be because the 

Japanese were sticking to the fabricated legend that China harbored malicious 

intensions towards Japan which called for the Goddess Atsuta Myojin to intervene as 

Yang Guifei. So, by following this line of logic, since Yang Guifei has died and could 

no longer interfere, China has renewed its military plans with Bai acting as the new 

commander. Bai in the story is needed to travel to Japan in order to suffer lost on 

Japanese soils and to be beaten by the Japanese god of poetry, Sumiyoshi Myojin, 

these two defeats boast greatly of the Japanese superiority in both warfare and 

academics. 
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Here now, the discussion turns to the other type of traditional Japanese 

performance, the Bunraku play which is told through puppet dolls. The To no Genso 

(Tang’s Xuanzong) a Bunraku play composed in 1708 by an unknown author, added 

details about the divine plan of the Shinto deities to save Japan. In its story, Fujiwara 

no Kiyokawa at the request of Empress Koken, goes to pray at the Atsuta Shrine, 

asking the deities to protect Japan from China’s invasion. To which the Goddess 

Atsuta Myojin takes the form of Yang Guifei to seduce Emperor Xuanzong as the 

answer to his prayers. After the suppression of the An Lushan Rebellion, the spirit of 

Yang appeared in the imperial palace to bid farewell to the Emperor (Ng 2016). This 

puppet play being the latest one composed on the subject about Yang Guifei, seemed 

to have combined all the elements from numerous Yang Guifei legends together to 

tell this story. By absorbing historical Japanese figures such as the previously 

mentioned Fujiwara no Kiyokawa and Empress Koken into the play to better infuse 

with Japanese culture. This version of how Yang Guifei originated from Atsuta 

Myojin is created in a way that is much more solid because of its background through 

the inclusion of real Japanese figures in making the story more adapted to fit with 

Japanese audience.  

The other Bunraku puppet plays in seventeenth century Japan was famous for 

telling heroic epics that changed into romantic tales that displayed great drama and 
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great passions in tragedy stories with themes from Japanese Buddhism as well. Tales 

of people who were driven by passions would be faced with karma that is inescapable 

as consequence, and yet the concept of forgiveness and mercy are also important to be 

preached to people (Uchiyama 2010).  

Besides the above-mentioned plays directly portraying Yang Guifei, her 

influence in the theatre works even inspired other stories and lines to be written in 

references to her. For example, the Japanese were so well versed in her story and the 

background of Bai's poems to know what the meaning behind the “Shu mountains” 

(Gerstle 1996, p. 23) is a symbol of uncrossable barrier between lost loved one when 

it is used in lines from the Act 5 of the play Futago Sumidagawa (Twins at the Sumida 

River) composed by Chikamatsu Monzaemon. The story of Yang promoted the image 

of longing for a lost one as a theme for the plays and implied that the Japanese were 

familiarized with all the Chinese literal terms. 

Another popular theme sang through the joruri play was the Asazuma bune 

(Asazuma Boat) created by Hanabusa Itcho from the times between the early 

eighteenth to late nineteenth centuries in Japan. The story paints a picture of a 

courtesan in a boat in exile and lamenting over her love troubles, which became a 

constant parody for doomed love stories. The gender of the courtesan however was 

not limited to only female, there were also males performing the role of the casted out 
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lover. The inspiration for this theme stemmed from the exile of Oden no kata, the 

favorite concubine of the fifth Tokugawa shogun Tsunayoshi, who despite being a 

man was popularly believed to have been the “Yang Guifei” who caused the shogun 

Tsunayoshi to neglect his governmental duties because the shogun was so infatuated 

with Oden no kata. While in some later versions there were changes in recreating a 

scene where the submissive Asazuma became a fighter, thereby promoting a new 

message of giving empowerment to the weak (Wattles 2003). The notion of Yang 

Guifei as a favored concubine who lead the emperor astray from his official duties 

became a common reference in the Tokugawa Period where in the case of shogun 

Tsunayoshi and his Oden no kata it got turned into a theatre drama production because 

of the uncanny resemblance between the two pairs. In this way it shows that Yang 

Guifei’s influence was strong enough to push for yet another form of entertainment in 

the drama theatre production of the Asazuma bune theme play. The context of her 

story is so renowned among the Japanese public that Yang Guifei became a title name 

to be associated to someone who was accused of committing the same crime like she 

did.  

This chapter has focused on studying Yang Guifei as represented in Japanese 

paintings and theatrical performances and noted that she has been gradually 

transformed and assimilated into Japanese culture. The paintings portrayed her losing 
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her Chinese identity in clothes and hairstyle until she became a Japanese-dressed 

woman engaging in traditional activity of cherry blossom viewing. The theatrical 

performances saw the plays’ scripts featuring her more and more accordingly to 

Shinto legend while some even bolder imaginative created her a new Buddhist origin. 

The following chapter will be naming and discussing reasons for why the Japanese 

adoration of her to the point that they transformed and assimilated her into their 

culture. 
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CHAPTER 6: JAPANESE REASONS FOR YANG GUIFEI ADORATION 

 This chapter focuses on offering some explanations for the reasons behind why 

there was this phenomenon of Japanese craze over the Chinese Yang Guifei that is 

still present in Japanese popular culture. This section is divided into explaining the 

assimilation of Yang Guifei into Japan on the subjects of nationalism, orientalism, 

religious reforms and romance and beauty.  

Rise of Japanese Nationalism 

The first reason that can be used to explain why the Japanese merged the figure 

Yang Guifei into their culture is the Japanese rising sense of Nationalism, and their 

recognition of superiority over China, and demonstrates their awareness of pride in 

Japan. By developing this type of consciousness towards their nation, the Japanese 

succeeded in shifting the center of importance from China back to Japan as they 

realized that they no longer need to look to China as a role model.  

As discussed in previous chapters, the introduction of Yang Guifei in Heian 

period and her rise of popularity in Medieval period and Tokugawa period went from 

admiring her story told through the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” to the transforming 

and inventing new original retelling of her in oral folklores, texts, paintings and plays. 

These represent a conflicting of love and fear emotions of the Japanese attitude 

towards the Chinese. On one hand they loved read the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” 
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and Yang Guifei but came up a fabricated premise that the Tang emperor was going 

to invade them. The several narratives repeated one after another that it was due to the 

rumored Tang invasion, the Japanese had to rely upon Atsuta Myojin’s manifestation 

as Yang Guifei to save them (Ng 2016). The act of deifying Yang Guifei as Atsuta 

Myojin demonstrated a Japanese desire to be superior to the Chinese Tang, it sends a 

message to the Japanese masses that through the act of espionage by Atsuta Myojin, 

Japan succeeded in undermining the Tang empire. Although it may seem like just a 

creative story, but when the same narrative is passed down through Medieval to 

Tokugawa period, it is reinforcing the superiority mindset. This narrative was subtlety 

promoting nationalism in the minds of the Japanese.  

To highlight this transition of mindset and the growing nationalism of Japan, I 

will begin by showing the Japanese high regard towards China in the Medieval 

period, then when China came under the rule the Qing Dynasty (1644-1912), the 

Japanese Tokugawa scholars began to see China as barbaric and referred to China in 

discriminatory names. In the proceeding Meiji Era, Japanese who traveled to China 

constructed more negative details about China. By then the Japanese no longer saw 

China as a model, but a backward land that can be conquered. With the rise of 

Japanese nationalism, there came the rise of Japan orienting itself further away from 

China. 
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The examination begins with the time since 1573 of the Medieval period, famous 

Chinese books were imported to Japan created opportunities for Japanese artists to 

produce paintings on sliding doors and screens in the local rulers' palaces. Among 

these, The Emperor's Mirror was the most favorite work for the Japanese artists to 

take inspirations from to create illustrations upon, in which the story of Yang Guifei 

and Emperor Xuanzong was a moral lesson that is preached. The moral of the Yang 

Guifei story in the Japanese view, is that too much favoritism must not be given to 

one person, because it could easily cause great unrest like what happened with the An 

Lu Shan Rebellion (Murray 2001). Unlike the Chinese, the Japanese did not focus 

strong opinions on the immoral and illicit relationship between daughter-in-law Yang 

Guifei and father-in-law Emperor Xuanzong, mainly because the Japanese were not 

well-informed of this as their source only hinged on Bai’s “Song of Everlasting 

Sorrow” poem. The Emperor's Mirror also did not give a clear account on Yang 

Guifei having a previous marriage with Prince Shou, as its passages were brief and 

contained only that the downfalls of the Tang Dynasty and Emperor Xuanzong were 

due to Yang Guifei receiving so much favoritism which resulted in her family 

members embezzled and committed fraud. Therefore, the Japanese rulers used The 

Emperor's Mirror to build their political authority and associated themselves with the 

good Chinese emperors and Confucian role models. By adapting the themes from the 
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work, the Japanese could showcase a cultural prestige of China and create warning 

examples to the rulers (Murray 2001).  

This trend of idolizing after Chinese emperors’ tales from The Emperor's Mirror 

continued to happen in the Tokugawa period, in 1634 the artist Kano Tan'yu created a 

series of paintings to welcome the Tokugawa shogun Iemitsu on his short stop in 

Nagoya Castle. The topics and themes of the didactic paintings were adapted from the 

Chinese Dijian tushuo (The Emperor's Mirror), which were considered valuable 

teaching lessons for rulers in both China and Japan. Then the Japanese were inspired 

to compile the same accounts of both good and bad Chinese emperors into a work in 

Japanese writing, which resulted in the creation of the Teikan Zusetsu. This work is 

actually just a straight translated version of all the writings that had been in Chinese, 

yet this newer Japanese version became even more accepted and popular. From this 

Japanese version came more paintings and artworks that were made to serve political 

purposes, art became warnings and messages in Tokugawa politics (Gerhart 1996). In 

this adoration for the Chinese work The Emperor's Mirror that helped turn it into a 

pure Japanese Teikan Zusetsu, this was the first step of which demonstrates a change 

of attitude in the Japanese. At the beginning of Medieval period, reading the Chinese 

Dijian tushuo was the Japanese journeying from learning after China and its 

emperors, then replacing out the Chinese language with their own native Japanese. 
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The Japanese shoguns were aspiring to be like the good emperors of China, but they 

were Japanese to begin with, so they wanted what they adore to also be of the same 

origin as them. They started to culturally assimilate the Chinese morals and Confucian 

values into their Japanese culture. 

But nationalist pride caused a change when Japanese scholars in the Tokugawa 

period developed several different names to address the nation of China. Due to the 

rising of distinguished intellectuals in the late Tokugawa period, such as Yoshida 

Shoin (1830-1859) and Takasugi Shinsaku (1839-1867), the Japanese view of China 

changed from honorific and respectful to degrading and discriminating (Ng 2014). 

China became known as Shina a disqualifying undertone that became increasingly 

negative in Meiji times. Japan used to look up to China as a model but became more 

and more as the role of “the other,” which Japan used to draw a line between itself to 

China. Through this change of names, Japan began to establish itself as a land of the 

divine compared to the barbaric outside nation of China. Before, in the Heian Period 

up until pre-Tokugawa Period, the Japanese always referred to China as the Dai To 

(Great Tang), Karakuni (Tang nation), Morokoshi (land of Tang) even after Tang 

Dynasty had ended. However, in the Tokugawa Period, after Japan had closed off 

itself to the world, and after they have all absorbed and merged Chinese writing work 

The Emperor’s Mirror and the historic figure Yang Guifei both into Japanese, the 
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Japanese changed their view on China. During this period, Japanese developed the 

theory of kai hentai (the transformation from civilized to barbarian) which scholars 

and academics fervently try to make China play the role of “the other” to glorify 

Japan as they revile and decry China as uncivilized and savage (Ng 2014). In these 

Tokugawa thinking, the main goal was to underline the Japanese national character’s 

superiority and uniqueness, to advocate a sense of Japan-centrism. Influenced by the 

concept of kai hentai, many Tokugawa Japanese believed that China degenerated into 

a barbaric nation under the Manchu and that Japan replaced China as the center of 

Confucianism. The term China was used to boost Japan’s own identity and to 

establish Japan as the divine land. Thus, the rise of nativist consciousness and cultural 

identity began to grow strong in Tokugawa Japan (Ng 2014). By giving China 

relatively negative names, it helped to underline the superiority and uniqueness of 

Japan and created a new world order based on Japan-centric nativism (Ng 2014).  

Time came around to the Meiji Era where Japan continued to use the study of 

China to establish its own Japanese identity, by using China as an object of 

comparison in cultural and historical aspects as the Japanese absorbed through the 

reading of Chinese literatures. The relationship between Japan and China, which was 

one between a subordinate and a hegemony, was transformed after the confirmation of 

another hegemonic power, the "West," in East Asia in the 1840s. China, in the 
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Japanese literary imagination, began to offer either a model of resistance to 

Westernization or a potential object of colonization. China, which had been the 

essential back-drop against which Japan was compelled to construct its cultural 

identity, became an object of comparison in less sharp contrast with Japan. This 

process helped make China, which formerly represented the elite culture, appear 

regressive. Many Japanese scholars were educated and well-read in Chinese writings 

which later led them to pursue traveling to China where the they became passionate 

about documenting the materials of China. One particular scholar that was fervid in 

detailing his traveling accounts was Tanizaki Jun’ichiro who in numerous essays and 

fiction, included entries of Chinese foods, theatre and women he witnessed. However, 

Tanizaki in his writings did not speak highly of his Chinese travels rather he 

demonstrated a biased and an inferior view of China in order to show that Japan is 

evidently superior. He constantly described China as dirty, filthy and nightmarishly 

unpleasant, the food being too strong in taste and spices, even the opera performers in 

Beijing were found by him to be uncivilized and ill-mannered (Sakaki 1999). His only 

comfort was brooding in the bathhouses where he could be in a reverie of “Song of 

Everlasting Sorrow” and the beautiful imperial consort Yang Guifei. He needed the 

image fatal beauty in his head to remind himself of the existence of Chinese classic 

beauty to distract him from the then grim and muck conditions of China (Sakaki 
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1999). 

A little time later in the mid-Meiji period, political-intended novels that 

contained imperialist implication and unwavering Japanese pride were well liked 

because the public had great interest in political issues at the time, ideas that although 

were too ideological and rhetorical still grabbed the attentions of the Japanese public. 

The contemporary writer Atsuko Sakaki complied in her work of these twentieth 

century Japanese literatures’ trends. Sakaki’s book touched on a story of a Japanese 

official traveling to China in search of his late father who has just been reborn as a 

Chinese prince but ended up having a child with his father’s mother, a consort who 

was Yang Guifei-esque. Sakaki used this tale to identify binary metaphors that have 

dominated Japanese vision of China: China as the foreign and exotic (versus Japan as 

domestic and indigenous), China as traditional and rigid (versus Japan as modern and 

variable). Through the notes by Sakaki, it is evident that the Japanese were 

objectifying China more and more in their writings and ever revealed their 

indifference towards China (Denecke 2007). The Japanese in their determination to 

establish a polarity between the two nations fueled the tension between the stand of 

“us” against “them.” As such the Sino-Japanese knot came to be more entwined as 

time approached the rise of Imperial Japan and the invasion of 1937 in China. The 

nationalism of Japan has finally reached its height. 
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What started out as admiration and respect for China turned into ongoing 

aggressive attitude with the buildup of Japanese pride and superiority. Yang Guifei 

was not harmed in this Sino-Japanese feud due to having been made Japanese and 

remained an icon of beauty that Japanese literates pursued and longed for. The process 

of absorbing Yang Guifei into Japanese culture represented the old love from the 

Japanese to China, and it is that love that had kept her alive in the changed mindset of 

the Japanese writers. As Yang Guifei had been so rounded represented in legends, 

religion and arts before the harsh times rolled around, she continued to be something 

of longing to the Japanese. Since she is part of Japanese culture, therefore she is not 

considered the “other” and not the enemy. The image of her beauty and her tragic tale 

lived on in the longings of the post-Tokugawa writers, then in their quests and 

journeys in visiting China where Yang Guifei once lived, they only found China in a 

lesser state then what it had been. And since the Japanese had already taken what they 

found likable of China and assimilated into their own culture, China had no more to 

offer. So, in a sense after the Japanese realized there was nothing more China could 

give them culturally, the Japanese started to desire the Chinese territory. As the 

Japanese witnessed China growing weaker, their sense of superiority grew and paved 

way for nationalism and the rising Japan pride. In a way, the Japanese adoration for 

Yang Guifei lead them to change their mindset in viewing China from love to hostile. 
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Rise of Japanese Orientalism 

The second explanation for the Japanese to incorporate Yang Guifei because she 

helped defined them more as Japanese, thereby creating the perception of Self versus 

Other, of Japan versus China. As put forward by Edward Said, the concept of 

Orientalism referred to the learned study of European scholars on the old textual of 

the Middle East and became experts simply from reading and not firsthand 

experience. The actuality of the studied Orient society was not the interest of the 

European scholars, as they were only devoted to classical books and manuscripts, 

therefore only served to create an imagination, a dream that the Europeans strongly 

believed in. Europeans use this concept to set themselves apart from the foreign 

outside, creating the Self/Other notion (Said 1977). Said's Orientalism stirred up 

sympathetic feelings in the Japanese readers since its first translation in 1986, but 

before the Japanese had known of Said, they were already well on their way of 

establishing Orientalism in Japan.  

What the Japanese had done to Yang Guifei in reidentifying and reshaping her 

legend, they had created the mindset of the Self/Other. After being inspired to think 

that their nation is the divine land spoken of by Bai, the Japanese had also developed 

rumors that China then under Tang Emperor Xuanzong wanted to attack Japan, which 

both served to distance themselves from China. Yang Guifei although never thought 
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of as Japanese by her native Chinese people, on the other hand the Japanese being so 

beloved of her since the Heian period had long assimilated her as one of their own. 

Since Yang Guifei had arrived back on Japan in their versions of her tale, she is not 

the Other or of China anymore. Through their reimagined versions, the Japanese 

created the threat from China, thus labeling China as the foreign invader and a danger 

to them. In this concept of thinking, the Japanese had oriented themselves away from 

China by maintaining that they were the divine people living on a divine land. It was 

crucial that Yang Guifei was made a Japanese goddess and especially the Goddess 

Atsuta Myojin who is the defender of Japan, that way it intensifies the struggle 

between China and Japan. Also, by turning the simple tragic romance into a story 

about Japan’s triumph of thwarting Chinese invasion thereby saving Japan, it was 

clear that the Japanese intentions were to facilitate Japan as the stronger one. It sends 

the message that their god is the far more superior one that can protect them and 

cunningly defeat their enemy and then returned in victory. To believe in one’s own 

strength is to believe in the Self, the Japanese people, the Japanese gods and the 

divine Japanese land. Whereas China became recognized more and more as the Other, 

the foreign nation, the alien people and the vast amount of untamed Chinese 

territories.  

The cultural assimilation of Yang Guifei where eventually she became one with 
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the culture of Japan can be further analyzed through another more extreme concept to 

orientalism, imperialism. If looked at through the study of imperialism by Said, the 

notion of culture comes to be associated, often aggressively, with the nation or the 

state and gives birth to the differentiation between “us” from “them,” when there is 

this type of distinctive divide it is always accompanied with some degree of 

xenophobia. In Said’s words, culture in this sense is a source of identity, and culture is 

exceptional and can turn imperial and the correlation between culture and empire is 

that it is the great products of the creative or interpretative imagination created by 

people. Here in this case, the Japanese and Chinese cultures are involved in one 

another, where the Japanese is no longer single and pure, but a hybrid between the 

two. Yet the Japanese only see and celebrate the uniqueness of their tradition and 

started to develop a basic level of imperialism which means they were thinking about, 

settling on, controlling land that they do not possess, that is distant, that is lived on 

and owned by others. Imperialism as defined by Said is the practice, the theory, and 

the attitudes of a dominating metropolitan center ruling a distant territory, which is the 

future Japan during World War II. As Said put it, how one formulates or represents the 

past shapes one’s understanding and views of the present, so as the Japanese slowly 

underwent change throughout different time periods, their mentions of Yang Guifei in 

the more modern times writings were not of the same value and symbol as Medieval 
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or Tokugawa periods. In the end, the vocabulary of classic nineteenth century imperial 

culture is plentiful with phrases like the inferior versus superior, expansion, subject 

races, subordinate peoples, as the hunger to consume China rose in Japan (Said 1994). 

Alike with the Europeans, the Japanese were absorbed in their own version of 

victory over China, a land that fewest of the few had visited. They did not even know 

of the full history behind Yang Guifei as the Chinese had detailed in historic records, 

instead the Japanese grabbed unto only the Yang Guifei they could learn from in Bai’s 

poem and produced legends that they thought made them the experts on Yang Guifei. 

This fits in with the aspect of Orientalism, where one did not have to travel to the 

place of the topic or subject but simply by studying information in textual form, one 

can be deemed the scholar or expert on the place.  

In the time after Orientalism was published in Japan, Said's writing endorsed the 

instinctive thoughts of the Japanese since their encountering experiences with the 

Western powers. The Japanese also used Orientalism to apply to their study on the 

relationship between Japan and other Asian nations. The roles of Orient/Occident can 

be both played by Japan, in consideration of the oppression from West and its colonial 

history (Nishihara 2005). 

Rise of Japanese Religious Reform 
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In this section, the exploration continues with what the reasons behind the 

Japanese appropriating the Chinese Yang Guifei and putting her into their own 

culture, here the purpose of religious reform in Japan is provided. Seeing Yang Guifei 

as the manifestation of a Shinto deity was an expression of the shinponbutsujaku 

(Shinto as the substance; Buddhism as the manifestation) theory, a Shinto notion akin 

to honji suijaku. Claiming that Japanese deities were manifestations of the Buddha or 

bodhisattvas, the original honji suijaku theory started as a means to include Shintoism 

within Buddhism in the Nara period (Ng 2016). This was an act of propaganda to 

boost Buddhism popularity and attract more followers, by claiming that the numerous 

native Shinto deities were just other forms or manifestations of the Buddha and 

Bodhisattvas, Buddhism would have a much stronger case in convincing the fellow 

Shinto worshippers to turn to Buddhism instead. Yang Guifei who had been 

reimagined to have divine origins as the Goddess Atsuta Myojin fitted into with the 

Shinto belief, then with the rise of Buddhism popularity she of course would become 

fused accordingly.  

As mentioned in the previous chapter of this thesis, in correspondence to the 

Buddhist belief Yang Guifei’s equivalent is the Yokihi Kannon or Bodhisattva. 

Although neither the Sennyu Ji nor the Atsuta Shrine acknowledged each other as the 

same counterpart in the worship of Yang Guifei, the connection was still widely 
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circulated through the imaginative literatures and creative dramatic productions. Such 

as can be examined according to the lines from the joruri play, Kuwakite sengun (The 

Battleship of the General Kuwateki) anonymously composed in 1660, in which Yang 

Guifei’s character had not only been the manifestation of Goddess Atsuta Myojin 

from the Shinto belief but also the Great Sun Buddha, the Dainichi Nyorai of 

Buddhist belief (Ng 2016). And the lines of the play made it clear that it was the Great 

Sun Buddha that was the first divine presence and then in second place there was the 

Shinto Goddess. This type of blend between Shinto and Buddhist is essence of the 

honji suijaku theory, where deities of the original Shintoism were reassigned to 

individual buddhas under Buddhism while also stating that the Shinto gods were 

second in line appearances coming after the Buddhas and Bodhisattvas. The 

importance has been uplifted to not only linking Yang Guifei to Shinto deity but to 

the point that she was also a form assumed by a prominent Buddhist figure. However, 

the official sites in Japan worshipping the Great Sun Buddha do not make references 

about Yang Guifei as its human manifestation, and the Great Sun Buddha’s Shinto 

equal is the Sun Goddess Amaterasu (Frédéric 1995). The Sennyu Ji’s Yokihi 

Bodhisattva is hailed simply as an honorific and beautiful representation of Yang 

Guifei, and not referenced to belonging to any actual Buddha or Bodhisattva, she is an 

independent deity in Buddhism.  
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Another similar incident in which the Japanese deified a historic important figure 

like Yang Guifei was the case of Prince Shotoku (572-621 AD) of Japan, who became 

a sacred symbol of “Sakyamuni” during the Medieval period, due to parts of his body 

being treated as sacred items that were enshrined (Carr 2011). These personalized 

relics then helped to transform the royal figure into a divine figure, even going so far 

as to associate him to another human manifestation of the Buddha. This provided a 

closer relationship between Japan and Buddhism, giving the Japanese a more familiar 

connection among their own people without looking to India or China. Prince 

Shotoku was reimagined and integrated as an unique belief by the Japanese in 

Buddhism. In this case the Japanese whom deeply idolized the figure of Prince 

Shotoku because he was greatly associated with miraculous birth legend and a leading 

founder in establishing Buddhism in Japan thought it very much deserving and 

honoring to hail his deceased body as a holy relic in the same way as the Buddha’s 

body was treated (Carr 2011). So, by worshipping Prince Shotoku as the human 

version of the Buddha, the Japanese demonstrated that their practices of rising up 

human figures into gods and Buddhas were recurring incidents. 

Nonetheless, what the Japanese did in deifying Yang Guifei was an unique 

practice to them and they have their own purpose for doing so. By elevating her to 

godhood, the Japanese had justified and washed all the blame off from what Yang 
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Guifei had done in China. This blamelessness of Yang Guifei only exists in Japan, 

whereas back in China she is not viewed in such admirable or honorable light, the 

destructive things she did that caused the An Lu Shan Rebellion and almost brought 

down the Tang Empire and breaking moral bonds of remarrying her father-in-law 

were never forgotten by the Chinese people. It’s different in China, as the true history 

is told and passed down and not completely depended upon Bai’s “Song of 

Everlasting Sorrow,” the Chinese people continue to be critical of Yang Guifei as they 

consider her an “evil beauty” (Ng 2016). In a different light, the Japanese believed her 

to be a national hero and savior in preventing the rumored Chinese invasion, so they 

had to show their appreciation by worshipping her as a goddess. This act of heroism 

qualified enough for the Japanese religious practice. 

 A last possible reason for Yang Guifei to become divinely originated was that it 

played into the Japanese belief of divine intervention. This belief originally came 

from when Mongols of the Yuan Dynasty twice tried to invade Japan in 1274 (Battle 

of Bun’ei) and 1281 (Battle of Koan) but both times they were unsuccessful due to 

typhoons sinking the Mongol fleets (Davis 2001). These two accounts inspired the 

belief of the kamikaze (divine wind) in times of crisis in Japan, there shall be divine 

intervention to protect and destroy the enemies of Japan. The word kamikaze came to 

be best known during World War II when the Japanese Imperial army put together a 
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special air force pilots that committed suicide attacks to combat advancing Allied 

naval forces (Zaloga 2011). In similarity to these later day pilots, back before Yang 

Guifei’s tale fell in line with the same act of taking on the mission to save Japan by 

causing harm to befall on foreign invaders. The legend of Yang Guifei was morphed 

into a piece of evidence which the Japanese used as the reinforcement of their belief 

of divine intervention.  

Romance and Beauty Symbol in Pop Culture 

The final interpretation of why Yang Guifei was so well beloved by the Japanese 

as they adapted her into their culture, is due to her significant representation in 

romantic love and the symbol of beauty. Her tragic love story that reached Japan since 

the Heian period has completely captured the Japanese hearts as it has been the 

common theme in other creative productions, inspiring the epic fiction of The Tale of 

Genji and numerous works of drama and theatre. The Japanese thought of the kind of 

romance that had the two torn apart by life-and-death to be the kind that deserved to 

be most bemoaned, the feeling of the longing for a lost loved one was thought by the 

Japanese to be their kind of tragic romance. As the writing of Shiba Shiro in the Kajin 

no kigu (Unexpected Encounters with Beauties) published in 1885, there is these 

following lines: “when Yang Taizhen passed away in Mawei as transiently as a 

dewdrop, the Emperor Ming dreamt of past romance in the pavilion of longevity” 
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(Sakaki 2000, p. 11). Even in the latter Meji Era, the Japanese had managed to still 

remind themselves about Yang Guifei’s tragic romance.  

Moreover, Yang Guifei’s beauty was greatly adored by the Japanese, while the 

Chinese acknowledged her to be one of the four great ancient beauties, the Japanese 

however hailed her as one of the three world’s greatest beauties. According to the 

Japanese, Yang Guifei is so beautiful as able to be ranked alongside Helen of Troy 

from the Greek epic by Homer, and the Egyptian queen Cleopatra (Sakaki 2000), 

combining these women from East and West famous for their beauty and also for 

causing great unrest and turmoil that brought down their native countries. Her beauty 

is a common topic when discussing stories of concubines and mistresses in royal court 

world history, the Japanese especially adore beautiful women that have committed 

evil crimes (Ishii 2015). These women are the so-called femme fatales, who use their 

charms and seductions to ensnare men for their own gains and agendas and in the end 

leave the men in desperate situations. The Japanese love to examine these historic and 

often so shrouded by legends dangerous women, the Chinese Yang Guifei is one 

significant figure that remains under the Japanese focus (Ishii 2015). Same as Yang 

Guifei becoming adopted into Japanese culture, two other Chinese historic women, 

Daji (1076-1046 BCE) of Shang Dynasty and Bao Si (779-771 BCE) from Zhou 

Dynasty were claimed to be the same person through magical manifestation then 
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escaped from China to Japan and became Tamamo no Mae, a favorite concubine to 

the Japanese Emperor Konoe (1142-1155 AD), who was in fact a nine-tailed white-

faced golden-furred fox yokai (demon). This demon-in-human-form Tamamo no Mae 

was finally executed by Abe no Yasuchika, a Japanese exorcist, which lead to this 

story becoming a widely popular story in Japan (Ferguson 2012). It was obvious due 

to that it proclaimed dominance of Japan over China, as the Japanese exorcist 

succeeded in destroying the demon once and for all, whereas the Chinese were 

incompetent in letting the demon escape twice. 

In modern popular culture of Japan, several entertainment productions continued 

to feature Yang Guifei as a beautiful character. In Hozuki no Reitetsu (Hozuki’s 

Coolheadedness) a Japanese comic series produced by Eguchi Natsumi in 2011, 

illustrated a supernatural and divine realm in Japan in which a scene set of ancient 

Chinese and Japanese historic figures gathered together for friendly competition, in 

which Yang Guifei and Ono no Komachi, the most renowned beauty and poet in 

Japanese history (Asai 2017), sat together as audience. Although the two beauties’ 

faces were not clearly shown, the dialogues spoken by other characters revolved 

around admiration and attraction towards the legendary women. Yang Guifei is drawn 

in Chinese Tang fashion and her hair as thus with a large peony flower and golden 

hairpins, although her face is blocked by a fan there is a red flower marking on her 
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forehead, as part of Tang styled makeup. The other beauty, Ono no Komachi right 

alongside her, is shown in Japanese Heian fashion of Junihitoe (twelve-layer robe) 

and having a Hime cut (princess cut) hairstyle. The two women each had eyes for the 

two handsome judges who were representatives from Japan and China and were 

singing poems and songs praising the two males’ good looks. The two ladies are 

portrayed as good friends as Yang Guifei expresses her thanks to Ono no Komachi as 

her fan is a gift from Ono no Komachi (Eguchi 2011). This work of popular culture 

subtlety showed Yang Guifei’s importance as the symbol of beauty in Japan and 

strongly hinted her special cultural place. By having the two most acclaimed beautiful 

women of the two countries side by side implies that Yang Guifei’s accepted position 

in Japanese culture. 

In another comic series Saigo no Resutoran (Last Restaurant) also from 2011 by 

Touei Michihini, details how ancient historic people would magically get teleported to 

the modern restaurant upon the verge of their deaths. In one episode, Yang Guifei 

made an appearance to the restaurant as she was ordered by Emperor Xuanzong to 

commit suicide by hanging herself, but the tree branch from which she was hanging 

broke. The Yang Guifei here in the comic was shown as heavily obese and very 

manly looking, while the adapted real-life television drama series made in 2016 

portrayed her with an actress in her fifties. The comic illustrated her more accordingly 
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with the Tang fashion, the decorated lower cut attire and her high bum of hair 

bejeweled with fancy hairpins; the television drama however has the actress 

Yamamura Momiji dressed in a pink Japanese kimono with a light orange vest, and 

the hairstyle of a geisha with Japanese hairpins. Once in the modern world, she orders 

for a cuisine that would demonstrate the existence of love, as she no longer believes in 

love after her beloved emperor ordered her to die. In both cases of comic and 

television, the male servers of the restaurant constantly express their disbelief and 

disgust that the famous great beauty is in fact “an old fat auntie,” to which the well-

learned waitress replied that “beauty standards are different in every time period.” 

The waiters then accused Yang Guifei of being a bad woman for causing chaos and 

disorder in Tang China, this time Yang Guifei personally defended herself by stating 

that she never meddled in political affairs, she only received the many precious gifts 

from the magnanimous Emperor, it was the Emperor who single-handedly decided to 

bestow her relatives titles and administrative posts. In the end, after witnessing that 

the meaning of true love is to have ultimate trust in one’s love, Yang Guifei 

understands that her execution was a gesture of the Emperor’s love because she would 

have wanted her love to live on and her life is a small sacrifice to save her love. So 

she accepts her fate and returned back to her time, but before leaving she left one of 

her hairpins as a token of gratitude to the restaurant servers (Touei 2015). This 
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creative plotline although not without strange humor and satire, still echoes strongly 

with the same concept from the original “Song of Everlasting Sorrow,” where Yang 

Guifei gave away her crown hairpin as a token. Yet that was not the only Japanese 

own induced take on twisting Yang Guifei’s story, this production managed to 

provide an alternate explanation to the cause of the Rebellion by blame shifting unto 

Emperor Xuanzong and instead clearing guilt off from Yang Guifei. By proclaiming 

innocence for Yang Guifei, the Japanese have demonstrated in a sense of their general 

opinion about Yang Guifei, that she was innocent in the charges against her of 

causing distress in Tang China. 

Another example which demonstrated the just how much the Japanese thought 

about their world’s three greatest beauties can be found in a look at a series of 

advertisements produced by the Japanese casual wear clothing company GU in 2015. 

In these various short television commercials titled “World’s Three Greatest Beautiful 

Women Meeting,” they featured Yang Guifei played by a Japanese famous actress 

Haru, along with two other actresses Yu Kashii and Mizuki Yamamoto playing the 

characters of the Egyptian queen Cleopatra and the Trojan princess Helen, 

respectively. The three women are gathered together for afternoon tea party with 

glasses of champagne in hands and discussing the new fashion wear designed by the 

GU company (Maidigitv 2015). The three actresses were shown in appropriate attires 
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according to each legendary female figures in their respective times, Haru’s Yang 

Guifei has a Tang-modeled light blue dress with a pink and embroideries strip across 

her lower cut chest, a waist section that is like a mixed color palette, and flowing silk 

in teal colored with golden trims for bottom. Her hair is done up in three piles of a 

large mound, fixed with scarlet and pink flower-shaped and golden little long trinkets 

hanging down. Effort has been made in recreating Yang Guifei in her proper Tang 

fashion, unlike the artistic representation discussed in the previous chapter.  

 A most recent example of how the Japanese had wide imagination about Yang 

Guifei can be found in the 2017 film Yao Mao Zhuan (Legend of the Demon Cat) or 

Kukai Utsukushiki Oohi no Nazu (Kukai and the mystery of the beautiful concubine) 

in Japanese which was a film production made between the collaboration of China 

and Japan. The script was adapted from the 2006 fiction novel of Samana Kukai 

(Monk Kukai) by the Japanese novelist Yoneyama Mineo, in which he reimagined an 

account of how a monk Kukai in his travel to Tang China as a sent missionary 

discovered that the capital Chang An was plagued by the presence of a demon cat. To 

investigate the demon’s story, Kukai terms up with Bai Letian, who is in fact the poet 

Bai Ju Yi. They follow the trails and unveiled the secret connected to the death of 

Yang Guifei as the cause of the demon cat. Together, they discovered that Yang 

Guifei was beloved and adored in her time by the entire population of Tang, as she 
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was the most beautiful woman of all, thus was regarded as the symbol of Tang’s 

height in splendid glory. However, her beauty attracted the desire of General An Lu 

Shan causing him to rebel and attack the Tang Empire, forcing the royalties to flee. 

When the royal guards demanded her death at Mawei Station, the Emperor, the court 

entertaining illusionist and the head eunuch Gao Lishi plotted a deception death trap 

for Yang Guifei. First, the illusionist suggested that he could insert an acupuncture 

needle into her neck to put her in a state of death, so the royal guards could be fooled 

into thinking that she had been killed. Yang Guifei was told that once the needle is 

removed she will wake up alive again. Despite that, the head eunuch proposed they 

had to use the white silk cloth to strangle her so as to create red markings that would 

make her death more believable. Little did she know, she would wake up without the 

removal of the needle in two days, inside a stone coffin inside a hidden tomb, and 

would thus die of asphyxiation. Worse was that the Emperor is intended on executing 

her for real, he gave her a cup of wine that contained a type of evil cursing spell of 

flesh-eating worms which would kill her even if she should escape from her tomb. By 

the time the two young boys who were the disciples of the illusionist and were 

secretly in love with Yang Guifei reached her tomb to save her, it was too late as she 

had already suffocated in the airless coffin. Enraged, one of the boys Bai Long took 

her corpse to a colorful minerally cave in the high mountains in hopes that she will 
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live again. Upon realizing that her body was being eaten by the worms, Bai Long 

sacrificed himself to the worms, then when he was about to die he transported his soul 

unto the royal pet black cat that was also condemned to die with Yang Guifei. By 

fusing himself with the cat, Bai Long saw the memory of the cat witnessing Yang 

Guifei being locked inside the coffin, her helpless and terrified piercing wails as she 

desperately scratched the lid of the coffin until her fingertips were all bloodied. 

Further angered by this cruel death of his love, Bai Long became the demon cat and 

set out to take revenge on all the participants in Yang Guifei’s death (Yao 2017).  

 Besides the monk Kukai starred by a Japanese actor, Shota Sometani, another top 

Japanese actor, Hiroshi Abe was casted as the Japanese envoy official sent to Tang, 

Abe no Nakamaro. The character Abe no Nakamaro was crucial in this story as he 

was the key witness in Yang Guifei’s murder and also the pushing factor behind her 

execution. Upon his arrival, Abe no Nakamaro was instantly smitten with the lavish 

glamor of Tang, and above all the exquisite Yang Guifei. Abe no Nakamaro wanted to 

confess his affections, but was commanded by Xuanzong to keep his silence as the 

Emperor knew of Abe’s feelings and suspected Yang Guifei also secretly admired 

Abe. At the outbreak of the Rebellion, Abe also journeyed together with the royal 

couple to Mawei Station. When he learned of the soldiers’ demand to kill Yang 

Guifei, he beseeched Xuanzong to allow him to carry off Yang Guifei to Japan, 
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Xuanzong disgruntledly told him to ask for Yang Guifei’s consent. As the two gazed 

in mutual understanding of each other’s feelings, Yang Guifei tearfully and gracefully 

turned down Abe’s request, and also thanked him for his thoughts. As she willingly 

walked into the deathtrap, Abe could only watch in great pain. In the end, Abe chose 

not to return to Japan as he had been waiting for the chance to seek out Yang Guifei’s 

tomb so that he could revive her. Sadly, he never got the chance as Xuanzong ordered 

all whom knew of the location of the tomb to be put to death. Abe’s affection and the 

possibility of him carrying off Yang Guifei were the reasons why Xuanzong had to let 

Yang Guifei die, because once Abe is also dead no one would be able to steal Yang 

Guifei away (Yao 2017).  

Although Xuanzong is depicted here as heartless in murdering Yang Guifei and 

would almost make one question his love, the author Yoneyama Mineo was in fact 

proving Xuanzong’s love. When Yang Guifei agreed to the death-faking plan, she had 

in fact knew that Xuanzong was going to kill her for real, but due to her love for him, 

she gladly accepted her fate. She gave Xuanzong a little incense pouch with her 

nickname Yu Nu (Jade Maid) stitched on it, inside it contained a lock of her hair, this 

was the symbol of her love to the Emperor. Xuanzong later built an extravagant 

Taoist temple where he stored all of Yang Guifei’s belongings, he even constructed a 
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luxurious and carefully crafted cabinet of seven safe boxes one inside the other to 

safely put away Yang Guifei’s incense pouch.  

 Yoneyama Mineo’s whole point in this story was to present his imaginative take 

on the motivation behind Bai’s composition of the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” 

poem and to provide an explanation for the mystery surrounding Yang Guifei’s death. 

Similar to the Japanese traditional joruri plays discussed in the previous chapter, Bai 

Ju Yi the poet became the character Bai Letian and is a major protagonist throughout 

this mysterious tale. Here, Bai is shown to be inferior and flawed in every way to the 

Japanese monk Kukai: he suffers writer’s block in composing the “Song of 

Everlasting Sorrow;” knows nothing about breaking witchcraft spells or illusionary 

tricks; cannot rationally decipher clues or connect links together; is jealous of Li Bai 

the greatest Tang poet’s talent in composing the “Song of Purity and Peace” about 

Yang Guifei and has a hot-temper. Whereas the monk Kukai is always calm and lucid 

in deductive reasoning; easily guessed that Bai was suffering writer’s block in his 

composition about a love story between an emperor and a concubine; sees through all 

the magic tricks and spells; admires Li Bai’s poetic verses; never became angry or 

lose his temper. Only by tagging along Kukai, did Bai successfully understood the 

whole story behind Yang Guifei, and was finally inspired to finish the “Song of 

Everlasting Sorrow.” Through the collaboration between Kukai and Bai, it essentially 
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gave credit to Kukai in assisting Bai’s completion of the poem, thus presenting a 

message that the without the help of Japanese, Bai would not have been able to create 

the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow.”  

 A second example of a subtle note that the Japanese were superior and largely to 

thank for in the legend of Yang Guifei is the actions of the character Abe no 

Nakamaro. Prior to his death, Abe detailed his accounts in the events involving Yang 

Guifei and the location of her tomb in his secret diary written in Japanese, which 

allowed the diary to survive and is later translated by Kukai. Without this diary of his, 

Bai and Kukai would have never been able to find the tomb of Yang Guifei and learn 

of the horrific truth that she was buried alive in the coffin. Abe’s role also is important 

in demonstrating a gentler way of platonic love in contrast to Emperor Xuanzong’s 

style of possessive love. Abe who kept his feelings in his heart and constantly looked 

on Yang Guifei in longing and adoration, even pleaded for her to not throw away her 

life but to take the chance and escape with him to Japan. His love led him to be a 

gentle protector to the woman he loves, and even when faced with certain death he 

still chose to stay on the land where his love remained, as he believed Yang Guifei 

will live again he was unwilling to leave. This way of showing his affection made him 

the better lover and the romance between him and Yang Guifei was even more tragic 

in that he was left in forever wondering about whether she was still alive or not. This 
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portrayal of Abe no Nakamaro as having a romantic relationship with Yang Guifei is 

an interesting new representation, in previous mentioned legends from the Japanese 

side, there has not been such a profound relationship between the two.  

 The film Yao Mao Zhuan (2017) adapted from Yoneyama Mineo’s novel 

Samana Kukai, is a popular culture work that demonstrated the highly creative 

mindset of the Japanese on the subject of Yang Guifei. Not only does this 

collaboration movie offers a different view on the legend of Yang Guifei through the 

point of Bai Ju Yi’s character but also provides a background of how he came about 

the composition of the famous “Song of Everlasting Sorrow,” although the process 

being completely fabricated and not at all close to the facts and history. The film also 

reflects how the Japanese imaginative minds dreamed of Yang Guifei, that she was 

the most beautiful woman in Tang and every man who lay eyes on her are all madly 

in love with her. The Tang and her were one and the same, one cannot live without 

the other, with the blood of nomadic Hun she represented the benevolence and 

diversity celebrated in the Tang. Yoneyama Mineo through this work also reshaped 

the roles of Japanese figures Abe no Nakamaro and Kukai and the parts they played 

associated with the plot of Yang Guifei’s tale. These reimaginations cleverly send the 

message that the Japanese were prominent helpers pushing in the right direction for 

Bai Ju Yi to accomplish his great poem, implying a sense of Japanese superiority. 
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Yoneyama Mineo has provided another exploring angle from the Japanese side in this 

film that depicted a twist of the cause of death of Yang Guifei, to increase the tragic 

nature of her tale.  

 To summarize, the cultural assimilation of Yang Guifei by the Japanese helped 

to serve the purposes of sparking nationalism and increased orientalism from China 

and better integrating Buddhism into the dominant religion of Shintoism and lastly 

making her the forever symbol of romance and beauty in popular culture medias. 
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CHAPTER 7: CONCLUSIONS 

The multiple appearances of Yang Guifei throughout the cultures of Japan 

indicate the strong influence of her legend. Despite lacking solid evidence of her ever 

setting foot on the land of Japan, the myths resulted from wide imaginations put her 

unto another level of cultural importance that is still seen in pop culture today. What 

started as simple appreciation for Bai Ju Yi's “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” poem 

evolved into something much bigger, the impact of Yang Guifei has pushed for many 

changes on a cultural level in Japan.  

Since Yang Guifei’s legends spread to Japan in the Heian Period through Bai’s 

poem, the Japanese embarked on a journey to assimilate and adapt the Chinese figure 

into a native Japanese and on top of that raise her up into divinity, in order to benefit 

the Japanese in their reasons. She was the source for numerous literatures throughout 

the Heian Period, the Medieval Period and the Tokugawa Period, and in these 

reimagined accounts she became ever the imaginative pursuit. The two holy worship 

locations of Atsuta Shrine in Nagoya and Sennyu Ji in Kyoto represent the religious 

status of Yang Guifei, in both traditions of Shintoism and Buddhism, in here 

described through observations made by the author. In the field of the artists, the 

artworks analyzed demonstrated similarities of how the Japanese painted Yang 
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Guifei, from an imagined rough Chinese style depiction to a completed Japanese 

geisha assimilated form. The theatre productions carried the adopted storylines from 

the “Song of Everlasting Sorrow” but the lyrics and words composed and sung by 

Japanese masters. However, each production made in chronologic order developed 

more and more creative plot and the addition of Bai Ju Yi as a stage character, which 

showed that the Japanese wanted to secretly propose that China was against them and 

to claim that Japan holds triumph over China. The cultural assimilation and 

fascination by the Japanese of Yang Guifei can be for the reasons as following: that of 

nationalism in which Japanese superiority and pride can be celebrated, and thus 

planted the seed of orientalism which drove a wedge between the Self and the Other, 

then became the great aid in religious reform pushing for Buddhism wide spread, 

lastly, Yang Guifei’s symbol for romance and beauty remains prevailing among 

popular culture.  
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